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This thesis presents a research on how to use sound to detect the contexts of human,

i.e. what are people doing or how many people are there. Many modern applications

such as smart buildings, healthcare or retails heavily depend on these human-context

information to make our lives better. Take smart buildings as an example, energy

can be saved by turning lights off when no one is around, comfort can be improved

when room temperature is automatically adjusted according to the activities of people.

Numerous sensors are substantially used in this domain, such as simple PIR sensors

that detect human presence, camera systems that monitor and recognize very detailed

human actions, wearable devices that track user movement and identity, etc. None

of these sensors and technologies is perfect, and each has pros and cons in different

aspects. For instance, PIR sensors are cheap and non-intrusive but only give binary

presence information. Cameras can identify human activities info at a fine-grained level,

but are more expensive, privacy-risky and require line-of-sight. Wearable devices are

diverse, but all of which need careful maintenance and often let users feel intrusive and

troublesome.

Our research addresses the above-mentioned challenges by using sound sensors to detect

human-context information indoor. Sound is everywhere and has many advantages such

as rich in information, no line-of-sight problem, etc. Audio sensors or microphones are

also very suitable for indoor applications as they are cheap, small and easy to install.

On the other hand, sound also has obvious challenges such as noise interference and

the overlap of multiple sounds. In addition, sound-based applications in buildings may

need some more considerations, such as privacy concerns and resource constraints of de-

vices. To study and address the impact of noises and overlapping sounds, our research

is conducted on different scenarios and datasets, i.e. from clean sounds in quiet environ-

ments to overlapping sounds in crowded environments. In order to tackle the challenges

in different scenarios, several methodologies are carefully designed and compared. To-

gether with the performance or accuracy, we also compare the memory and time cost to

show how they fit resource-constraint devices. In our research, an innovative lightweight

CNN-based model is also proposed to balance performance and complexity. In some

experiments, we strip the voice bands from audio inputs to explore the possibilities of

using low privacy-risk data while still maintaining high accuracy.

In this thesis, we use sound to detect human activities and the number of people, which

are the two very basic elements of human-context. Our research questions are as follows:

1. How can sound be used to recognize indoor human activities with resource-constraint

devices while preserving privacy?

2. How can sound be used to count the number of people in indoor environments?
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To address the above problems, we start with classifying single-source sounds that are

related to human activities. Next we propose a multi-microphone model for noisy envi-

ronments. This model first decomposes overlapping sounds and then recognize each of

the decomposed signals. Thirdly, we provide a crowd-activity based solution for crowded

environments. Instead of recognizing individual sound events, we think it better to es-

timate the ratio of different sounds in order to sense the human-context in the crowd.

Finally, we proposed a voice-based people counting model. We count people from both

estimating speakers in multi-speaker sounds and clustering single-speaker sounds. In

this task, the key voice-feature is not from engineered features but is retrieved from

transfer-learning.

In a brief conclusion, our study has shown that sound is suitable for both human activ-

ities recognition and people counting applications in the context of quiet environments.

When environments become nosier, sound based models become less reliable and also

require much more resources.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we will first introduce the high-level background and goals of our research,

which mainly aims for the smart buildings. This is because our research work is carried

out under the COPAS project, although sound-based activity recognition can be applied

in many different domains. Subsequently, we put forward the two research questions and

the corresponding hypotheses. In the end, there is an outline about all the rest chapters.

1.1 Indoor human activity recognition for energy efficiency

1.1.1 Energy efficiency in smart buildings

Recent studies have shown that people spend 80%∼90% of their time indoor, therefore

the indoor environmental quality has a huge impact on the comfort, health and pro-

ductivity of the occupants [1]. This indoor environmental equality includes air quality,

light, acoustic and thermal comfort. In order to improve the indoor environment, sys-

tems such as lights and HVAC (Heat, Ventilation, Air-conditioning and Cooling) are

used everywhere in daily life. The downside of using these systems is that they normally

rely on quite heavy energy. In Europe, around 40% of the entire energy consumption is

represented in commercial and residential buildings at the year 2009 [2]. A report from

2010 says that US had 114 million households and more than 4.7 million commercial

buildings, which consumed more energy than the transportation or industry sectors,

accounting for nearly 40% of the total national energy use [3]. In China, buildings ac-

counted for more than 20% of the total national energy consumption by the year 2009,

and the proportion is estimated to gradually increase to 35% at 2020 [4]. Among all

these consumptions, HVAC is one of the largest energy consumption factors, accounting

for 60% of total energy consumption and half of the overall utility cost in a building.

1
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Figure 1.1: Energy consumption for different functions in buildings

In hotter areas such as the Middle East, this proportion is as high as 70% [5]. Figure

1.1 shows the proportion of energy consumption in EU buildings, where HVAC is the

largest energy consumption factors [6]. In addition to obvious financial concerns, the

use of energy also affects everyone’s life, as many problems would arise: greenhouse gas

emissions, acid rain, climate change, and the unsustainable energy sources. Energy effi-

ciency impacts positively the portfolio of both buildings owners and utility companies,

with benefits ranging from reduction in utility bills to grid stability and sustainability

[7].

One can improve the building energy efficiency from various aspects, such as increasing

the wall insulation or using better fuels and more efficient heat engines, etc. Of all these

measures, the concept of ”smart buildings” has emerged recently, referring to building

automation systems (BAS) with automatic and intelligent control functions. Smart

buildings aim to efficiently reduce energy consumption and operating costs without

compromising the comfort of occupants, which mainly rely on computer science and

information technologies [7].

In order to achieve the ”smartness” and save energy, there are four basic components a

smart building should consist of:

1. Sensors. Firstly, the building needs sensors to collect extensive and relevant am-

bient information. Modern HVAC control systems rely on a lot of environmental

parameters such as temperature, humidity and CO2 density for the actuators to

react properly. Smart lights can detect the presence of humans with PIR sensors.

Smart windows can use sensors to detect light intensity in order to adjust the

sunshades accordingly.
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Figure 1.2: The basic needs of smart building systems

2. Connectivity. A smart building should be a connected building, both internally

and externally. Through ubiquitous network connections, devices can communi-

cate with each other inside the building, or communicate externally with other

facilities through the Internet. Wireless technologies such as WiFi, BLE or Zigbee

which allow easy installations and few costs are particularly helpful and popular

nowadays.

3. Smart algorithms. After the sensor data have been collected and gathered, an

intelligent algorithm should learn from them and issue commands to actuators to

automatically react to changes of environment and occupants. Depending on the

complexity of data and problem, these algorithms can range from rigid if-then

rules to complex machine learning models.

4. Actuators. At last, an actuator receives the commands from the control system and

is responsible for the regulation of the system, such as opening a valve or turning

on an engine. It is the mechanical part of a system through which a control system

act upon.

Figure 1.2 shows the four basic needs of the smart buildings systems.

It can be seen that data or information technology is the core of the entire smart build-

ing concept. Without incoming data, a system can only work according to the preset

schedules, thus no intelligence is needed at all. The sensed data can be of various cat-

egories, such as environmental parameters, presence of users, or even the status of the

sensors themselves. In practice, this ’smartness’ from the sensed data can save energy

from the following aspects:
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1. Environmental sensing: A smart building should use sensors to continuously mon-

itor the environment and adjust its behavior accordingly. Smart lights can be

turned off when it detects no people are staying around. Smart windows are able

to lighten or darken depending on sunlight intensity to save the illumination cost.

As a heavy energy consumer, modern HVAC control systems can save energy from

sensing a lot of environmental parameters such as temperature, humidity and CO2

density, etc. All of these factors need be considered in order to calculate the re-

quired heat load precisely.

2. Fault detection: Malfunctioning of building energy utilities can waste more than

20% of the entire energy cost [8]. An investigation report concluded that there exist

13 types of faults in all kinds of building equipment, including material leakage,

control system error, wrongly configuration, misplaced sensors or wires, etc [9].

Huge energy would be wasted if these failures are not handled properly efficiently.

With historical and ongoing sensed data, data-driven models can efficiently diag-

nose the system and even detect problems proactively. Moreover, the proactive

fault detection can also help reduce downtime and improve the quality of service.

3. Global optimization: Through ubiquitous network connections, devices can com-

municate with each other inside the building and with facilities far away. Instead

of working separately, edge units of HVAC can sync the data and let the central

system sets the actions of everyone, in order to achieve the global optimum on over-

all cost. By communicating with city power grid, a smart building can also save

the cost by limiting its energy consumption during the peak hours of electricity

supply.

4. Demand-driven services: Many of the devices in buildings are human-centric and

only need to provide services while there are occupants. Lights should be turned off

when no one is nearby in order to increase lifespan and cost efficiency. HVAC con-

trol systems are much more complicated, which also need to consider the warmup

latency and the accompanying energy cost. Therefore, it does not only passively

adjust the settings to current status and also need to predict the future occupancy

pattern according to historical data.

1.1.2 Energy efficiency using human activity information

Among all the sensed data introduced in the previous section, the data about people is

the focus of our research. Essentially, human comfort is the reason these systems exist

in the first place. Knowing the human activity, location and mobility patterns inside

the building can substantially increase the effectiveness of such solutions.
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Again take HVAC as an example, it is a trend nowadays to adopt more and more

human sensing technologies in its control systems. Smart HVAC systems in residential

buildings may identify the users, and regulate according to their preferred temperature

automatically [10, 11]. Some smart HVAC systems can also differentiate different human

activities such as sleeping, cooking or reading. Each of these activities has its impact

on human thermal comfort and needs different thermal and ventilation requirements

[12, 13]. Moreover, an energy efficient HVAC system should be demand-driven, where

occupancy detection and indoor occupant positioning are the key technologies of it [13].

In addition to the mere yes/no occupancy, the estimation of inhabitants-number also

has an impact on the heat load and ventilation rate, thus is important to smart HVAC

automation control[14]. In brief, various kinds of information about human activities

ranging from location, behavior to the number of people can be utilized for demand-

driven services.

1.1.3 Techniques for indoor human activity recognition

Numerous technologies can be used to detect human presences and activities automat-

ically. Such technologies include camera systems that recognize human presence and

actions from images, wearable devices that track users movement, PIR sensors that give

binary information about people presence [15][16][17]. These sensors observe very differ-

ent physical quantities and detect human activities from various aspects. Every sensor

has its pros and cons in different aspects, and not every sensor is suitable for smart

building applications. In general, passive and non-intrusive sensors are preferred than

the wearable devices and intrusive sensors. This is especially the case in many public

buildings where users of the buildings are not the owners. A customer has little concern

on the utility cost of the grocery store, therefore would hardly bother participating in

any troublesome activities.

To simply detect human presence, a PIR sensor is a quite efficient and common solu-

tion. Using PIR has many benefits such as being cheap, easy to deploy and privacy

friendly [18]. A typical digital PIR sensor measures the infrared radiation and fires a

signal when it senses a noticeable discrepancy, which indicates human presence since the

discrepancy is most likely caused by humans [19]. However, a simple digital PIR can

not detect occupancy accurately when people do not move, e.g. sleeping or sitting still.

Another good option for presence detection is the light barrier, especially in security re-

lated applications. A light barrier is normally a pair of transmitter and receiver, where

the transmitter projects an array of light beams to the receiver. It would fire a signal to

the control system when an object breaks one or more of the beams [20]. Other similar
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sensors that use transmitter and receiver pairs include laser scanners and ultrasonic sen-

sors. It is worth mentioning that the light barriers can only detect the very small area

covered by the beams. The aforementioned sensors can only detect whether there are

people, but in many applications the number of people is also an important input. Wire-

less sensors such as WiFi or BLE receivers can estimate the number of people around.

Thanks to the popularity of smartphones, nowadays nearly everyone has a smartphone

which constantly scan WiFi access points. As the SSID of each smartphone is unique,

a WiFi server can sniff the broadcast beacons in order to count people. However, this

method falls short if other non-smartphone wireless devices are around, or not everyone

carries a smartphone. A more challenging problem is that the distance between a trans-

mitter the receiver is difficult to estimate, so that whether the sniffed device is inside

or outside the building is hard to know [21]. A camera system is a more handy option

in counting people, since seeing is believing. Thanks to the booming machine learning

technologies, it is possible to detect and track people automatically in images accurately.

To detect persons in an image, one first needs to train an object classification model

(normally based-on deep learning) from extensive sample images in different categories

[22]. Given an image that mainly containing one big object, this trained model is able

to tell whether it is a cat, a car or a person. Secondly, this object classification model is

to be combined with some searching framework to find possible locations of objects in

an image (for example Faster-RCNN [23]). These object detection models nowadays can

easily find people and count them in an image, be them walking, sitting or even partly

blocked. Apart from normal cameras, thermal cameras which form thermal images just

like common camera forms visual light images, are also widely used in human detec-

tion and tracking [24, 25]. The aforementioned computer-vision techniques can easily

be adapted and applied to thermal images, as the thermal images and optical images

resemble in the outline sketch.

Cameras can also be used for human activity recognition, which is a more complex

problem. The goal of human activity recognition is to examine activities from video

sequences or still images, and to correctly classify them into predefined activity categories

[26]. The definition and categorization of human activities itself is a challenging job.

Some human activities such as ’reading’ can be identified instantly, some consist of a

sequence of different actions such as cooking. Some activities are the sub-categories of

others, such as ’kicking’ to ’playing football’. In an overview paper [27], six levels of

human activities are defined depending on the complexity of activities. These activities

include gestures, atomic actions and group actions, etc, which are shown in Figure

1.3. The methods and features used to reason human activities also vary a lot. Some

methods use the spatiotemporal features, some use Hidden Markov models, and some

use high-level reasoning methods by modeling the motion of human body parts, etc [27].
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Figure 1.3: A hierarchical categorization of different human activities

In this review paper [27], Gestures are defined as primitive movements of the body parts

of a person that may correspond to a particular action of this person. Atomic actions are

movements of a person describing a certain motion that may be part of more complex

activities. Human-to-object or human-to-human interactions are human activities that

involve two or more persons or objects. Group actions are activities performed by a

group or persons. Human behaviors refer to physical actions that are associated with

the emotions, personality, and psychological state of the individual. Finally, events are

high-level activities that describe social actions between individuals and indicate the

intention or the social role of a person.

Nevertheless, the common components of most camera-based methods are: 1) back-

ground subtraction, 2) human tracking and 3) human action and object detection.

In this thesis, we are going to use sound, or acoustic sensors to detect human activities.

Compared to the other sensors, sound offers many advantages such as pervasive, rich in

information, no line-of-sight problem, etc. A sound sensor or microphone can be both

cheap and small enough to be barely noticed. Despite so many advantages, there are

also obvious challenges in using sound for smart building applications. Sound sensors

may induce critical privacy issues, since people could feel stalked when microphones are

around them. The processing of sound signals is also very complicated, especially when

affected by noises and reflections. Although many research initiatives have focused on

environmental sound recognition for general purposes, very few are designed for human

activity detection.
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1.2 Human activity recognition using sound

1.2.1 The scope, challenges and intuition

Sound is complex and ubiquitous, and there are many different ways of adopting sound in

smart building applications. It can be as simple as a lamp embedded with a sound-sensor

switch which merely uses the volume, or as complex as a voice assistant in smartphone

which can ’understand’ human languages and execute commands accordingly. Some

applications also combine sound with other data to predict human behaviors, for example

a HVAC system can combine microphones with humidity, CO2 and other sensors to get

a full image of the human behaviors [28]. In the sensor-fusion works, sound data is only

one of the multiple sources so that the fusion model rather than the audio-processing

model is the focus of research.

To provide a clear scope, our research focuses on the data technologies and algorithms,

which extract and reveal the info related to human activities, based on time and fre-

quency audio features. Each main chapter works specifically on one type of human

recognition problem, or one type of information. Undoubtedly, these extracted informa-

tion can of course be fused to serve a larger goal. However, these fusion processes may

vary depending on the specific applications or scenarios, so are they outside the scope

of this research.

Our research is aimed at smart building scenarios and IoT devices, hence many restric-

tions and preferences exist. Firstly, our solutions should only require regular and cheap

microphones for sound recording. This means the microphone arrays with complex

hardware are not considered, as they are normally too expensive and intrusive for IoT

application scenario. For the same reasons, we do not require high-quality microphones

either, which means the output sound may not have a high SNR (Signal Noise Ratio).

Secondly, our algorithms or software should be lightweight in memory and computa-

tionally efficient, as IoT devices are normally resource-constrained. In practice, we have

used raspberry pi 3B and zero for testing and deployment, both of which are capable of

real time processing. In order to evaluate the results with the same experimental setup,

all the experiments carried out in this thesis use raspberry pi 3B platform and cheap

USB microphones. Any hardware equivalent or more powerful than this setting should

work well with our algorithms. For algorithms or models with the similar performances,

we prefer the ones with significant less memory and calculation time. Thirdly, privacy

is also a big issue in indoor environment, no one wants their conversations to be tapped.

Although concrete measures, such as data encryption or network security are not in the

scope of this thesis, we still need to consider and minimize the risks which might be
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incurred from the system. This is particularly important in a quiet environment, where

people’s conversations can be easily recognized.

As for all the researches that extract info out of sound, they mainly divide sound into

three categories: speech, environmental sound and music sound. Of the three sound

types, we mainly use the environmental sound and context-independent speech sound.

Environmental sound refers to all the non-speech and music sound made by objects or

humans surrounded us in the environment. Obviously, environmental sound can have

an unlimited size in categories so that the researches are highly domain oriented. It is

therefore hard to create a general model which understands every single sound event.

Of all the environmental sound events, we only choose the most common ones that

represent indoor human activities, such as walking, door slamming or hands clapping.

Beside environmental sound, we also use speech sound in some of our works, as human

voice is efficient for distinguishing and counting people. The researches on speech sound

has gained a lot of attractions and has achieved great progress within the last decade,

benefiting from the advances in deep learning and big data. Speech recognition and

speaker recognition are the two most popular research fields. Speech recognition is an

interdisciplinary field of computational linguistics and sound processing which develops

technologies that enables the recognition and translation of spoken language into text.

Speaker identification, on the other hand, refers to identifying the speaker, rather than

what they are saying. Our research on speech sound is close to speaker identification,

which needs to differentiate people according to their voice.

1.2.2 Research questions and hypothesis

The semantics of ’human activity’ can relate to the researches of the presence, physi-

cal actions, mobility or identity of people. In this thesis, we mainly focus on activity

recognition and people counting, i.e.: what are people doing and how many people are

there? Identifying an individual person is not included in our research because of the

potential privacy risks. We also believe other research objectives such as the presence or

the mobility pattern can be achieved through continuously counting of people in every

place, which of course need multiple devices and additional post-processing.

In this thesis, we would answer the following two main research questions, each of which

consists of several sub-questions:

Q 1: How can environmental sound be used to recognize human activ-

ities automatically and efficiently?
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Q 1.1: How can sound activity recognition methods be privacy-preserving and efficient

to fit smart building applications?

Q 1.2: What is the impact of noises and overlapping sounds to sound-based activity

recognition?

Q 1.3: How can sound be used to reveal human activities in a crowded environment?

Q 2: How can speech sound be used to count people automatically?

Q 2.1: What audio features are highly related to human voice and can be used to

differentiate different people?

Q 2.2: What is the impact of the overlapping talking sound to speech-based people

counting? Can the people-counting model work well in a crowded environment?

To solve the above research questions, several hypotheses are made:

H 1: Through automatically classifying sounds related to human activ-

ities into predefined classes, it is able to recognize human activities by

sound in both quiet and noisy environments.

H 1.1: Using machine learning models and carefully extracted audio features, sound

events can be automatically classified by a very lightweight model. Meanwhile, privacy

risks can be largely reduced by using edge computing and voice bands stripping, without

losing much accuracy.

H 1.2: Through decomposing the overlapping sound signals, multiple sound events

can be simultaneously classified in a noisy environment.

H 1.3: When the sound is too noisy to be decomposed into its sub-components,

contextual info can still be obtained from the sound in through the statistical features.

H 2: Through extracting and clustering the voice features, the speech

sound can be used to count people in the scenario where everyone

speaks.

H 2.1: A sophisticate speaker-identification model trained from substantial human

voices can extract very general voice features. When projecting human voices onto this

feature set, sounds from the same person should get similar values, while sounds from

different people should get a larger difference in value.

H 2.2: A model that estimates how many people are talking simultaneously can

increase the people counting accuracy. It can also filter out the ’multi-talkers’ from

’single-talker’ sound to reduce the errors of the model in H 1.1.
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1.3 Thesis Contributions and Organization

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents an overview of related works that focus on applying sound in smart

building applications. These works vary a lot from targeted scenarios, applications and

also methodologies. We would also compare these works and discuss the pros and cons

of each type of methods.

Chapter 3 presents all the audio dataset used in our research, which consists of both

environmental sound and speech sound. Most of these data are collected from open and

free public datasets so that no privacy concern is raised. Aside with the raw audio data,

this chapter also includes the common preprocessing methods shared by all the models

throughout our research.

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 present our research on sound-based activity recognition in

quiet and crowded environments, which together answer the research question Q 1. In

these two chapters, we mainly use machine learning techniques to identify environmental

sound events that can reveal different human activities. Sounds in Q 1.1 contain clean

single event and is researched in Chapter 4, where the focus is not only on performance

but also on privacy and the method complexity. Chapter 5 answers question Q 1.2

and Q 1.3 where the environmental sound is noisy and with overlapping sound events.

This problem is much harder and no perfect solutions exist when sounds become very

noisy. Two different solutions are proposed by us from different aspects. Section 5.1

aims to classify every sound source in an overlapping sound event, by decomposing the

overlapping signals first. Section 5.2 aims to estimate the proportion of each type of

events in a crowded environment, which reveal the information of crowd behaviors.

Chapter 6 addresses the people counting problem of Q 2 with a two-step methodology.

The model in Section 6.3.2 aims to count people by distinguishing their voices, using the

speech clips that contain a single speaker. This voice-feature set used in this method is

acquired from transfer-learning, which reuses the knowledge from a well-trained speaker-

identification model. In Section 6.3.3 we propose a model to directly estimates how many

people speak simultaneously from noisy speech clips. This model is less accurate in

people counting, but is a good complement to the voice-distinguishing model of Section

6.3.2. It can helps to filter out ’multi-talker’ speech clips, which can cause errors to the

voice-distinguishing model.

Chapter 7 gives the overall conclusion of the works on each research problem, and the

future work as well.
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Chapter 2

Related works using sound in

smart buildings

This chapter presents a study of the related works that apply sound in human activity

recognition and people counting in separate sub-chapters. These works vary a lot from

targeted scenarios, applications and methodologies. Therefore, it is hard to fully cover

them from every aspect. In this chapter, the emphasis is on the methodologies and

algorithms, as which are the most relevant to our research. We will first present the

classic researches of the problem, and then move forward to list the categories of the

cutting-edge methods.

2.1 Sound-based activity recognition

Classification of human activities based on sound falls under category of ’Environmental

Sound Recognition’ (ESR). ESR aims to automatically detect and identify audio events

from captured audio signal, where the events could be anything from the environment.

By using ESR on audio events related to human activities, IoT devices can ’hear’ what

people are doing and save energy for buildings. Compared to other areas in audio pres-

ence such as speech recognition, ESR researches has received less attention in general. As

environmental sound has an arbitrary size of categories, very few of the ESR researches

are specifically focused on human activity related events. In order to provide a broad

overview, we will list and compare the most promising ESR works in recent years. These

works are described in the following two sections, from the models that work in quiet

environments to the ones targeting crowded environments. These works are separated

according to the scenarios mainly because the challenges and solutions, which are the

essence to investigate, differ a lot in the two scenarios. In a quiet environment where

13
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Figure 2.1: A theoretical resonance model to show how objects make sound

every event is clearly heard, a good classification model is the major key. On the other

hand, a crowded environment needs to handle overlapping sound events, where signal

decomposition is often needed.

Martin et al. [29] has given a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of the sound source

recognition problem. This work was strong in the analysis of mathematics and signal

processing. Figure 2.1 shows a simplified and general physical model of how objects

vibrate to make sound. According to the geometry and material properties, a sound

source’s vibrating body can be viewed as a resonator coupled with the external force.

Without any external force, the mass will vibrate with a fixed frequency, which is the

natural frequency of the system. With external forces, the response would be a range of

frequency bands that centered at the natural frequency. From this analysis, the pitch

frequency and its brightness were suggested to be the key for humans to recognize a

sound source.

2.1.1 In quiet environment

Researchers have been interested in automatic audio recognition for a long time. How-

ever, it seems not to be a trivial task for computers although human hearings can easily

identifying what’s happening.

Classic models based methods

In the early days, sound source recognition is mainly based on all kinds of signal pro-

cessing and the characters analysis of the specific sounds.

The Sound Understanding Testbed (SUT) [30] was one of the first to recognizes environ-

mental sounds. They employed several levels of feature abstraction, from power intensity

envelope to “peaks” representing narrow-band portions of the spectrum and “contours”

made up of groups of peaks with similar frequencies. With a Gaussian Mixture Model
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(GMM), they could get around 60% accuracy on 40 household events recorded in their

laboratory.

Along this path, a lot of works have evolved with better feature combinations and more

efficient machine learning classification models. With the means of classifying short

sound events, these works target either specific applications or general research purpose.

Cowling et al. [31] compared several up-to-date feature extraction and classification

techniques typically used in speech recognition for general environmental sound recogni-

tion. In his research, tempo-frequency features such as short time Fourier transformation

(STFT ) were found to perform better than stationary features such as Mel-frequency

cepstral coefficients (MFCC). As for the classification models, they also used several

techniques, and they found Dynamic time warping (DTW) working better than GMM

in the task. Lin et al. [32] combined several features from both wavelets and Fourier

transformation to build a sound source recognition system. They also used Support

Vector Machines (SVM) instead of GMM as the classification model and showed good

results. Until then, SVM was only designed for binary-class classification and they pro-

posed a tree structure of multiple binary-SVMs for the multi-class classification. Yaniv

et al. [33] used a combination of sound and floor vibrations to automatically detect

people fall events to monitor elderly people living alone. Sound event length, energy,

and MFCC features were extracted and used for event classification. In fall detection,

vibration sensor data is the key source and sound was used as an effective aid to correct

false-positive predictions. Tran et al. [34] also proposed SVM for online sound event

classification, but with their new probabilistic distance kernel. This method has com-

parably good performance with very short latency and low computation cost compared

to most other SVM based approaches. In order to increase the efficiency for realtime

applications, they only use the simple STE (Short Time Energy) feature as the input.

However, sound power is highly related to the distance of the sound source, using this

feature alone could be highly biased in sound recognition task. As a broad range of

feature sets have been used in these works, Dalibor et al. [35] compiled a survey on the

audio feature extraction techniques for audio retrieval systems. They proposed a taxon-

omy of audio features together with the relevant application domain. Temporal domain,

frequency domain, Mel-frequency and harmonic features were the most popular features

in environmental sound recognition. This work has provided an extensive collection of

audio features for environmental events recognition, which can benefit researchers in this

domain.

As most works classify each sound event independently, some suggest combing the con-

text information would increase the performance. These works view the context as the

prior distribution of sound events. Intuitively, clapping sound happens more often in a

classroom than on the streets. Heittola et al. [36] developed a context-dependent sound
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event detection system. With a hidden Markov model (HMM) model, it first gives the

context a label which provides prior probabilities to improve event detection accuracy.

The system also adopted an iterative algorithm based on the original HMM to model

the overlapping sound events. Cai et al. [37] proposed a key audio effect detection

framework for context inference, where movies are used as the dataset. The advantage

of their model over others is to first infer the context by carefully picked and distinguish-

able key sounds events (like explosion and gun shot means an action movie). However

these ’key events’ need manually and carefully chosen and is hardly scaleable. Chu et

al. [38] proposed an environmental sound recognition model to classify events within

14 scenarios. Their innovation was a matching pursuit algorithm to extract features

from time-frequency domain to complement MFCC. Compared to previous works, they

employed a very rich feature-set to help improve the classification accuracy. For these

context-based researches, HMM is the most commonly used model, where the prediction

of one event depends on both itself and its previous events. HMM models can be called

stateful or sequential models while SVM and decision-tree are stateless models. From

applications perspective, context-based methods are not quite useful for real time appli-

cations. Moreover, for most IoT applications, the context is fixed and doesn’t require

to be detected.

In brief, the performance of the classic models based methods highly rely on the engi-

neered features, or signal-processing. This is because classic models can easily overfit to

high dimensional features, where audio data is too large and requires deep compression.

Therefore, it is difficult for classic models to strike a balance between learning complex

representations and being stable. In this sense, a good feature is more important than

a good model. Using decision tree as an example, it is simple to understand and to

interpret, which also requires little data preparation, however is hard to learn concepts

such as XOR or multiplexer problems.

Deep learning based models

With the rapid development of neural network technology in the field of image processing

and speech recognition, many works have also applied different types of neural network

models to ESR problems. Being different from classic models based methods, deep neu-

ral network models could easily deal with very high-dimensional features or even raw

data. Deep learning models are also very flexible and scaleable. User can choose dif-

ferent frameworks such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural

Network (RNN) layers to learn image and linguistic knowledge respectively.

Khunarsal et al. [39] used multiple full-connected deep neural network layers to classify

short audio events, with the STFT spectrogram as inputs. Their method achieved an

overall accuracy of 85% on a set of 20 different audio events. Multiple full-connected
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layers can represent very complex non-linear information, as long as there are enough

hidden layers. The shortcoming of full-connected layers based models are also obvious:

they are too computationally expensive, and they could easily learn the noise rather

than the real pattern.

Parascandolo et al. [40] used a bi-directional RNN to classify real life sound events. This

method used a frame-in-frame-out framework just as the full-connected neural network

in [39]. In RNN networks, a state information exists which remembers past or foresees

future inputs. The output of each frame depends on both the current frame and this

inner-state information to make the prediction more comprehensive and accurate. RNN

is especially popular in linguistic information learning since the sentiment of a sentence

develops through the connection of words. However,RNN as a sequential model may be

over complicated for sound events, which can be easily identified without a context.

Piczak et al. [41] applied CNN, a method usually applied to image processing, to classify

environmental sound and achieved results comparable with traditional methods (64.5%

accuracy for 10 classes). CNN is best known for learning shift-invariant features from

the input images, while the spectrogram of an audio is a perfect image-like feature.

Compared the real life images, the spectrogram ’images’ do not have much details to be

identified. The envelope or the general shape of the spectrogram is enough to classify

different sound events. As a result, they only use two stacked CNN layers to extract

the shape information, which is much less than the layers in typical image process-

ing frameworks. Many other works also proposed CNN for sound events classification,

mainly with different settings including hidden-layers, filter-size or activation functions

[42] [43]. While the spectrogram resembles a grey image which has no depth, [44] in-

creased the model robustness against noises via stacked spectrograms which are just like

RGB images.

The difference of event-level and frame-level recognition is shown in 2.2, where CNN is

typically the former type and RNN belongs to the later.

A summary of the mentioned works are listed in Table 2.1, which contains the targeted

scenarios, the used feature and model of each work.

2.1.2 In crowded environment

Thanks for the many contributions of researchers, sound event classification in a quiet

environment is no more a theoretical hard challenge. However, in real life the envi-

ronment is often very noisy, many sound events would happen simultaneously. In this

case, a robust system must be able to classify the overlapping events, just like human
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Figure 2.2: An example of event-based recognition and frame-based recognition

Table 2.1: A summary of the works used for sound event classification in quiet envi-
ronments

References
Scenario

/Data Source Context/Non-context
Online
/oFfline

Features Models

[31] General N F FFT subband,STFT subband,MFCC DTW, GMM

[45] Conference Room N O Volume SMM

[33] People Falling N O Length,STE,MFCC HMM

[46] General N O STE SVM

[41] General Urban N F Mel bands CNN

[39] BBC recordings N F STFT DNN

[42] General N F STFT CNN

[43] General Urban N F Mel-bands CNN

[37] Movie C F Spectral Flux,Harmonicity,MFCC SVM, BN

[38] General C F MFCC,temporal signatures,time-frequency SVM, BN

[36] Transport,Shop,Open Space C F MFCC GMM,HMM

C = Context, E = Event, BN = Bayes Network, SMM = Semi-Markov Model, GMM = Gausian Mixture Model, DTW = Dynamic time warping

hearings. Single sound classification, from the methodology perspective, is a very typical

machine learning problem where most recent works share a similar pipeline. However

Overlapping events classification, on the other hand, is much more complicated and the

solutions may vary greatly.

Multi-label learning

Multi-labelling means a classifier can output multiple positive classes. Basically, multi-

labelling based methods just extend the single sound classification models for overlapping

sounds.

It is very easy to design a multi-labelling model with neural network, the only difference

from a single-labelling model is the output layer. Cakir et al. [47] used the output

layer activation function with a sigmoid function which bounds every output-node value

to (0,1). With a post-processing step that binarizes the outputs by thresholding, this

model can identify multiple types of sound events happening at each time frame. Their
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neural network model consists of multiple full-connected layers and use MFCC features

as the inputs. Their results showed that the accuracy of classifying two overlapping

events was quite high. Adavanne et al. [48] used multi-channel microphones and RNN

(Recurrent Neural Networks) for sound event detection, the output layer also used a

sigmoid activation function. The RNN layer is used to create a frame-in-frame-out

model, where the prediction is performed on each short frame, not on the entire event.

In this case, the prediction of one frame definite gets more accurate with the information

from previous frames. The advantage of a frame-in-frame-out model is that the input

length of an event can be variable.

For classic models, there is no common and easy solution for designing a multi-labelling

system. Temko [49] combined decision tree and SVM into a confusion model to detect

and classify overlapping sounds. In order to classify the detected overlaps, a confusion-

based clustering scheme is used. A big decision tree is trained with one SVM model

at each node, where each SVM finds the best way of splitting the classes at a given

node into two clusters with the least mutual confusion. In that way, each leaf node

is a possible single or overlapping class label. Tran et al. [50] invented improved this

method by transforming the frequency subbands to a new domain, making the features

easier to be classified. However, the scalability of these methods is quite limited, as

the model complexity rapidly increases with the class numbers. Moreover, these models

only support two events overlapping in practice.

In conclusion, it is much easier and more scaleable to design a multi-labelling system

with deep learning than with classic models. Multi-labelling models address the overlap-

ping problem merely through mass training, which also has an obvious flaw: the training

data needs to cover all the possible mixtures in order to be representative. Theoreti-

cally, a multi-labelling system learns an overlapping event as if it’s a new event. More

specifically, a multi-labelling model can not recognize an overlapping event A+B, if it

has only seen individual A and B before. To avoid bias, the training data needs to be

incredibly large when more than two events overlap.

NMF based Signal Decomposition

The second method to address overlaps is using signal decomposition, where non-negative

matrix factorization (NMF) is one of the most popular algorithms. NMF is a group of

algorithms in multivariate analysis and linear algebra where a big matrix X is factorized

into two smaller matrices W and H, with the property that all three matrices have no

negative elements. This non-negativity makes the resulting matrices much smaller in

dimension so that is easier to inspect. In the processing of audio spectrograms, non-

negativity is inherent to the data being considered. Figure 2.3 shows the basic principle

of NMF. In audio signal decomposition, matrix V is the spectrogram of m time frames
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and n frequency bands, matrix W represents the r extracted sub-components, while ma-

trix H indicates the amplitude of the sub-components at each time frame. One sound

source may consist of one of or multiple components, i.e. multiple columns in W .

Figure 2.3: The basic principle of non-negative matrix decomposition

Heittola [51] used NMF to transform the input audio into four components, where dif-

ferent sound events are separated into different components for recognition. Applying

additional constraints, such as sparsity on the NMF can improve the decomposition [52]

and by treating the components as a coupled matrix factorization problem [53], the prob-

lem can be transformed into supervised learning that automatically maps the audio class

label to each component. NMF based methods have their own drawbacks for instance

the feature-length (i.e. the complexity) is hard to control when the number of samples

becomes large and the method predicts the class label for short frames thus, losing the

global characters of the event. Compared to environmental sound classification, NMF is

more popular for recognizing musical instruments, where each instrument makes stable

and very distinctive frequencies.

Multi-channel inputs

Instead of using single-channel sound, some works use multiple microphones or microphone-

arrays to decompose overlapping sounds. A microphone array is multiple closely dis-

tributed microphones operating in tandem. Given a fixed physical relationship in space

between individual microphones, well designed algorithms can locate sound sources and

filter noises. Microphones-arrays can achieve a high localization accuracy even for over-

lapping sound and are commonly seen in robotic applications [54–56]. Although the

purpose of these works is to perform sound localization rather than classification, one

can easily use the decomposed sound signals for classification.

Most of these localization algorithms are based on the direction-of-sound (DoA) prin-

ciple. As the location of every microphone in a microphone-array is known precisely,

the slight difference of received signals among each microphone can be leveraged. On

top of DoA, recent researches also use a DNN classification model to detect the source

presence likelihood at a fixed set of angles according to the classification results [57–59].
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In one of these works, Takeda [57] use a supervised learning DNN network to decompose

the eigenvalue of the spatial correlation matrix. The goal of this work is to separate

speech sound and locate the speaker from a noisy environment filled with other sound

sources. With enough training, the DNN model can estimate the posterior probability

of sound positions at every possible location. On the input side, this DNN model uses

several concise features that are extracted from the STFT spectrogram. In practice,

this method requires a long period of time as input for pooling and may not fit for real

time applications. He et al. [58] later designed a DNN model with a likelihood-based

encoding of the network output, which naturally allows the detection of an arbitrary

number of sources. This DNN used the cross-correlation of sub-bands information as

features and achieved better localization in sound mixtures than pure spectrograms. In

[60], CNN and RNN are combined with multi-channel inputs, with CNN being the first

layer to learn intra-channel features and the following RNN layers to learn inter-channel

features.

Being obtrusive and expensive, microphone-array methods are ill-suited for IoT applica-

tions. Instead, acoustic sensor networks are used to discreetly track human activities by

leveraging the time-of-arrival (ToA) of the sound from the source. The implementation

of these networks varies from simple localization using energy-based threshold [61] to

estimate the ToA and applying an audio event classification algorithm [62] for sound

classification. Sometimes the quality of the network does not provide a reliable ToA

estimation [63] thus, new algorithms are required to compensate for these uncertainties.

However, it is rare to see acoustic sensors be used to locate and separate overlapping

sound sources in noisy environments.

As a summary of the aforementioned works, the difficulty of sound events recognition

has been greatly eased by the rapid development of deep learning techniques. Many

models such as CNN and RNN that aim for speech recognition have achieved good

results in classifying environmental sounds. However, in order to apply these models

to real applications, the complexity and privacy issues of the models still need to be

considered. In real applications, the greatest challenge is probably the overlap of sounds.

It is even difficult for human hearings difficult to distinguish many overlapping sounds.

Depending on different scenarios and degrees of sound overlap, different kinds of solutions

are applicable. In less crowded places where only a few sounds occasionally overlap, a

multi-labelling model could be a good choice because of its simplicity. This method

falls short when the environment becomes more crowded, since its complexity grows

exponentially when the number of events increases. In more crowded environments, it is

better to decompose the overlapping sounds into their sub-components before classifying

each event. One can choose NMF-based models for mono-channel signals and DoA-based

methods for multi-channel inputs. In general, the signal decomposition accuracy highly
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depends on the complexity of the signals. It is fairly easy to decompose sounds from

music instruments since each produces a clear and single frequency sound. In contrast,

the sound events in real life are much harder to decompose since they normally consist of

multiple frequency bands and last much longer. As a matter of fact, there is no perfect

solution yet to decompose and identify each event from overlapping sounds, especially

in a crowded scenario such as a party or a restaurant.

2.2 Sound-based people counting

In this chapter, we will present the sound based people counting works. Counting people

using sound is much harder than using images or even WiFi signals. A snapshot of a

room tells exactly how many people and who are there in it. Also with today’s computer

vision technology, state-of-the-art object detection models can quickly detect humans

with close to 100% accuracy. However, there are yet no perfect solutions of counting

people with sound to be both accurate and fast. Depending on whether individuals are

’identified’ , there are two different types of sound-based people-counting techniques.

Counting without identification

In this section, we will introduce the methods that can count how many people are

speaking simultaneously, caring not the individuals’ identity.

Human hearings can easily identify if there are multiple people speaking simultaneously.

Whatsmore, we can even focus on and pick out the content of interest. However, this

ability is a difficult problem for computers and has been an important and long-term goal

in speech recognition research. Bronkhorst has [64] provided a comprehensive survey on

how to select multi-talker speeches from the audio stream. This research covered a broad

range of areas such as psychoacoustics, semantics and the human auditory system.

One type of people counting works is by decomposing the overlapping and classify sound

sources of environmental sound, where each sound source corresponds to a person (they

assume all sounds are made by people). These methods are quite similar to the ones

used in overlapping sound classification, which has been stated in the previous chapter.

The exception is that these works only need to count, but not to separate or reconstruct

the signals of each sub-component. For example, Mirzaei et al. [65] counted people

by evaluating the differences of phase and amplitude between received spectrums by

microphones. Walter et al. [66] counted multiple sound sources with a Bayesian infi-

nite Gaussian mixture model. Signal decomposition requires specific signal processing

methods specific to an individual task, making these models efficient only in a quiet en-

vironment with few people. However, counting people through counting sound sources
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is error-prone and hardly scalable. This only works with very few people where there

are not too many events to detect. Not to mention that multiple persons can make the

same sound or vice versa.

The other type of works uses speech sound instead of environmental sound to count

people, i.e. to count speakers. Since everyone’s voice has its own characteristics, many

propose to count simultaneous speakers from an overlapping sound clip. Arai et el. [67]

proposed single-channel sound to count people leveraging speeches energy pattern. This

early research was mainly based on signal processing. Their method seems to work well in

an experiment with a relatively small amount of data and limited speech text. It is hard

to estimate the results if the model is used on text-independent speech sound. Andrei

et al. [68] proposed an algorithm that counts concurrent speakers through correlating

single audio frames of multi-speaker mixtures with a set of single-speaker utterances.

This work used STFT spectrogram as the features and dynamic time warping model.

Their experiments granted averagely 70%+ accuracy for counting up to ten simultaneous

speakers. Stoter et al. [69] later proposed a much more complicated RNN(recurrent

neural network) model on the same problem and achieved better performance based on

the huge training dataset.

Despite the good performance of counting concurrent speakers in testbeds, this however

has a big flaw in real applications. The counting without identification could not well

proximate the real number of people since not everybody speaks simultaneously. More-

over, the number of speakers would become impossible to estimate when it reaches a

certain level. It is just impossible to tell if a mixed sound contains 8 or 10 speakers,

even for people blessed with outstanding hearings.

Counting by identification

While an instant counting through overlapping sounds only gets vagarious results, some

proposed to identify each individual in a continuous process. More specifically, these

methods normally use speech sound or voice to identify people, as everyone’s voice has

some unique characters. Instead of estimating how many are talking in a very noisy

environment, we can count by making notes everyone is talking in turn. By contrast,

when it comes to differentiate people, environmental sounds are not as handy as for

activity recognition.

The key core of distinguishing people’s voices is the extraction of highly voice-correlated

features. This task is well-discussed in the research domain of speaker diarization.

Speech diarization is the technique without knowing speakers’ voice beforehand, hence

belongs to unsupervised learning. It is commonly used as part of the job in speech

recognition where the speech of multiple speakers in a conference or broadcast news
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need to be separated [70]. Undoubtedly, audio features that are popularly used in speech

recognition such as MFCC and LPCC are also widely used in speaker diarization. But

in this specific domain, a more popular engineered feature that correlates with speaker

identity is I-vector, applied in smart voice applications to verify the host’s voice from a

random speech pool [71]. The only disadvantage of the I-vector feature is that it needs

the prior knowledge of speakers and is mainly used to verify a certain speaker’s voice

which is not suitable in our case.

Here are several examples of using speaker diarization in counting people. Friedland

[72] proposed a multi-modal approach to detect and count speakers in meeting record-

ings. Several acoustic features and compressed video features are combined to double

ensure accuracy. Their work also presented a systematic investigation of the speaker

discriminability of 70 long-term audio features, experimental results show that despite

the dominance of short-term cepstral features in speaker recognition, many long-term

features can provide significant information for speaker discrimination. With several

hours of real meeting dataset, they grant an overall error of 21%+ in speaker counting.

Xu et al. [73] proposed a smartphone based speaker counting system. This system

mainly extracts MFCC and other engineered short-term audio features of a short sound

clip as the voice features. These voice features are clustered in real time for estimating

the number of speakers, where each cluster represents a person. A customized on-the-fly

clustering algorithm was used in the research since this work was targeting a real-time

application. In several experiments with up to 10 persons intermittently talking, this

smartphone-based people counting system granted an average error of 1.5 (person).

Both of these models depend on the assumption that everyone speaks and no one rushes

to talk. However, there is always overlapping talking sound in real applications. These

overlapping speech sounds would be falsely clustered as new persons since the extracted

features appear new to the clustering algorithm. Another weakness of the above re-

searches is the audio features they used. Engineered features used in [72][73] are not

specifically designed for speaker identification, and one can imagine the MFCC features

of the same speaker might alter dramatically along with different contents or contexts.

A more popular engineered feature that correlates with speaker identity is I-vector, ap-

plied in smart voice applications to verify the host’s voice from a random speech pool

[71]. The I-vector feature however needs the prior knowledge of speakers and is mainly

used to verify a certain speaker’s voice which is not suitable in our case. There has

been tremendous progress in applying neural network technologies in natural language

processing. It is therefore the trend to use deep belief networks and convolutional neu-

ral network (CNN) to extract voice features, which may be capable of differentiating

between a large amount of speakers [74] [75] [76].
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To conclude, in order to develop a speech-based people counting system, there is still

much to be improved. Firstly, a preprocessing step should be employed to filter the

environmental sound and the overlapping speech sound. This would allow a clean data

input to the voice-clustering process. Secondly, there is no perfect feature-set in this

task yet. A more dedicated, specifically designed feature-set from deep transfer learning

might trump the traditional engineered feature-set.
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Chapter 3

The sound dataset used in this

research and the preprocessing

This chapter will briefly introduce the dataset used in our research, which is the common

foundation of all the experiments and evaluations. Our dataset consists of both real-life

recordings and simulation data. The simulations are mainly used in crowded environment

analysis where data and ground truth are hard to obtain. In addition to the raw audio

data, this chapter also includes the common preprocessing steps used throughout the

thesis, while more details will be covered in the later chapters.

3.1 Audio dataset collection

3.1.1 The public and website datasets

For a long time, researchers have shown great interest in audio processing, especially

speech recognition. One of the contributions as well as the foundations of these re-

searches is the extensive and labelled datasets used for experimental evaluation. Many

of these datasets are packaged and published for research purposes, which can be down-

loaded for free. To save time and make our results comparable with other works, we

will first select and utilize some well-documented and highly reputable datasets in our

research. There are two types of sound used in our research: the human speech sound

and the environmental sound. From the rich online datasets of human speech sound, we

have chosen the following three:

27
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1. The TIMIT [77] corpus of reading speech is an early recorded (in the year 1993)

database which has been widely used in many different works. It contains broad-

band recordings of 630 speakers of eight major dialects of American English, each

reading ten phonetically rich sentences.

2. The Librispeech [78] is a corpus derived from reading English audiobooks, which

was published in 2015 by Vassil Panayotov and Daniel Povey. The data contains

approximately 1000 hours of data, which is more favourable than TIMIT, especially

for deep learning models.

3. The Libricount [79] is a dataset created by mixing the data of Librispeech into

overlapping speech sounds. This dataset is to simulate the scenario of a cocktail

party, which is mainly used for people counting rather than content recognition.

Being

All of the listed datasets are carefully segmented and aligned, meaning that the start and

end of each word’s syllable are marked, normally at milliseconds precision. Regarding

privacy issues, our research has virtually very little worries because we only analyze the

voice but not the speech content, i.e. our research is text-independent. Although any

language can fit our research, we only choose English speaking datasets for simplicity.

As for environmental sound datasets, fewer public datasets are available since this re-

search field is not as popular as speech recognition. Moreover, the environmental sound

is quite broad in categories, making it hard to find datasets specially designed for human

activity detection purposes. Therefore, we do not only focus on the packaged research

datasets, but on the available online resources that contain the data we needed. There

are many websites that collect extensive audio recordings under broad categories, which

are mainly uploaded by volunteers. From these websites, people can find and download

the wanted data through the hashtags on the audio clips.

We mainly use the following online audio data for the activity recognition application:

1. The TUT16 [80] is a published dataset for environmental sound research, consisting

of binaural recordings from 15 different acoustic environments. A subset of this

database contains annotations for individual sound events, specifically created for

sound event detection of residential areas and home environments.

2. freesound.org [81] is a website with a huge collaborative database of real-life audio

recordings. This database is under Creative Commons license and allows the audios

to be used for research purposes.
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3. freesfx.co.uk [82] is a website with a database for all kinds of sound effects, including

sounds of everyday items like doorbells, car horns, or telephone rings, etc. This

database can be used for both research and commercial purpose.

There are both pros and cons of using the website-databases. On the positive side, the

data include many different categories of sound related to human activities. Whatsmore,

the audio clips are recorded by different volunteers from different environments so that

they are sufficiently diverse and can make the trained model more general. On the

negative side, the format and length of these audio clips are not uniform so that we need

to preprocess them carefully. Another big issue is that there is no easy way to download

these data, since we have no direct access through their database.

The performance of machine learning models, especially deep learning models, largely

relies on extensive and high-quality data samples. In total, we need to download thou-

sands of samples for the training and test of machine learning models. In order to

efficiently download a huge amount of data, we used a web-crawling technique to save

the repetitive work of clicking download buttons manually.

Web crawling techniques (also known as spidering) use programs or automated scripts

to browse the World Wide Web in a methodical, automated manner. It is most widely

used by search engines, which regularly and densely browse a large amount of websites

on the internet to provide up-to-date data. After browsing a website, crawlers normally

gather specific types of information from Web pages, such as harvesting e-mail addresses

or telephone numbers (sometimes for spam purposes though). Some web crawlers such

as search engines even cache a whole copy of the visited pages to provide fast searches

through indexing the downloaded pages directly. On a smaller scale and a slower pace,

crawlers can also be used for automating maintenance tasks on a Web site, such as

checking links or validating HTML code.

Figure 3.1 demonstrates the basic idea of how we use web-crawling. Most modern

websites such as ’www.freesound.org’ support quite a flexible way of indexing their data.

The first indexing method is through the search box, which allows one to search for the

audios with a title that contains the typed text. The second indexing method is through

the pre-labelled tags on the audios, where one audio can have multiple tags. In either

way, the filtered results will be listed on multiple pages, where each page shows the

detailed description and the download links of 10∼20 audios. By clicking the download

link of an audio sample, one can then download it into his local disk. Since the listed

data is strictly structured, a web-crawler can easily traverse the searched results with

simple logic. In practice, we use ’pyscraper’, a python-based framework to implement

the web-crawler. Using a framework has many advantages over directly programming
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with URL libraries, e.g. it schedules all the requests and responses asynchronously and

automatically bypass the duplicated download links. This framework is built based on

pure URL requests and HTML parsing, and no browser-GUI or rendering is needed.

These characters make it fast in execution time, and the downside is that it is hard to

simulate button clicks or handle dynamic HTML pages.

Figure 3.1: Automation-scripts can greatly help with data collection

Using ’freesound.org’ as an example, our web-crawler script consists of the following

steps:

1. The script should first login the website, as this website only grants the download

permission for logged in users. With the cookies taking care of by the framework,

one can easily implement the login function with the framework’s API.

2. Find and jump to the corresponding URL address of ’browsing’ the audios with the

desired tags. For example, to browse audios with the ’walk’ tag, one can jump to

the URL address: ’https://freesound.org/search/?g=1&q=&f=tag:%22walk%22’.

3. With the returned results shown in multiple pages, we next figure out the URL

address to each page. For example, to browse the results in page 3, we can simply

browse: ’https://freesound.org/search/?q=&g=1&f=tag%3A%22walk%22&page=3’.

4. The script then traverses through all the pages and download all the audios within

the download links. All the downloaded audios are saved according to the tags.

5. To get more audio samples, we can repeat steps 2-4 with different tags that cor-

respond to the same sound event. For example, ’walk’ and ’footsteps’ both corre-

spond to the walking sound. The audios with both tags would not be downloaded

repeatedly as the framework can remember and automatically skip the duplicated

addresses.
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3.1.2 The simulation data

We mainly use simulation for creating complex and overlapping sound events in crowded

environments, which are blended from the single-event recordings. Compared to single

events, it is much more difficult to collect and label sound events in a crowded environ-

ment. Firstly, to label the ground truth we need to use surveillance cameras recording

everything, which has privacy issues in a public building. Secondly, even with the video

recordings, it is cumbersome and complicated to extract the exact duration of each sound

event precisely, especially in a room with many people.

Therefore, it is more feasible and accurate to use simulation data for sound in crowded

environments. In order to blend two sound events into an overlapping sound event,

one may think that simply adding the two signals temporally is feasible. However,

sound events created like this does not perfectly resemble the sound from a real indoor

environment. Many factors need to be considered for the indoor sound simulation, such

as sound attenuation, white noise, reflection and multi-path, etc. In our research, we

use the simulation tool pyroomacoustics to simulate the indoor sound. Pyroomacoustics

is a simulation tool for the indoor acoustic environments, which can simulate the sounds

people hear in complex environments. Users can customize the room size, place sound

events in the room, and then obtain the mixed sound stream heard at any location.

Both 2D and 3D rooms are supported in this package, where we only simulate the 2D

space for simplicity. An example of our data simulation is shown in Figure 3.2 where

multiple walking, talking and bell sounds are heard by a microphone in the room centre.

Figure 3.2: An example of the data simulation by tool ’pyroomacoustics’
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An overview of our datasets with the basic information is shown in Table 3.1.

3.2 The common pre-processing steps

Data preprocessing in general is a technique that involves transforming raw data into

structured format and filtering out the errors. It serves to prepare a correct, unified

and easy to use dataset for further analysis. Audio recordings in daily life can contain

a lot of noise, and have different recording formats, which can create troubles to data

analysis models. In this section, we will mainly introduce the common preprocessing

steps for all the datasets, which include format unification, noise filtering and HDF5

format conversion. Other uncommon preprocessing steps such as voice stripping and

segmentation will be described later in each chapter.

3.2.1 Format Unification

The data format of the audio from different datasets can vary a lot and it first needs

to be unified for later processing. Data format unification is a basic need for machine

learning models and many other data analytic methods. Without data unification, two

similar data samples processed by the same pipeline could get very different results.

The audio format here mainly includes the following parts:

1. File format: We convert all the audio files of our datasets to .wav (Waveform

Audio File) format. .wav typically uses linear pulse-code modulation (LPCM)

bitstream encoding and is the raw and uncompressed audio format. Although

being large, a .wav file retains all the samples of an audio signal, which makes the

data processing models more accurate and also easier to interpret. We also set the

LPCM encoding format to 16 bits per sample, which means each data sample is

represented by two bytes.

2. Audio Channel: All the audios in the public datasets we use are mono-channel

(single channel) sound. This is reasonable since the sound from a single channel

is enough to tell what is going on. However, some of the website audios are

recorded with stereo-channels (two channels), which makes the data non-unified.

In the environmental sound, the difference between the two channels is very small,

therefore we always discard the right channel and keep only the left channel sound.

3. Sampling Rate: Sampling rate is the number of samples of audio carried per second,

measured in Hz or kHz (one kHz being 1024 Hz). A larger sampling rate means
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more details in an audio clip of the same length. Sampling rate also determines

the maximum audio frequency. Theoretically, the maximum frequency that can

be reproduced by the sampled data is half the sampling rate. We use two different

sampling rates in the datasets according to the sound type: the environmental

sounds are sampled at 44KHZ, while the speech sounds are sampled at 20KHZ.

This is because speech sound is usually less than 8KHZ, while environmental sound

(such as door slam or ring bell) can reach very high-frequency bands. It is therefore

not necessary and a waste of resources to use the same sampling rate for both data.

3.2.2 Convert Raw audio to HDF5

In this section, we will read all the raw audio files and convert them into several large

HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format 5) files. This process is mainly used to speed up audio

data reading during model training, and is not needed in test and deployment phases.

In our research, we will use many machine learning models (mostly deep learning) to

process the data, and this method saves a large amount of training time.

Machine learning models, especially deep learning models, can take a very long time to

train until they get good results. During the model training process, all data samples

are repeatedly fed into the model as inputs, where each repetition is normally called

an episode. This means a model which trains 1000 episodes would also read the entire

dataset 1000 times. With a relatively small amount of data, data access speed is not

an issue since one can loads all the data into memory before training starts. However,

audio files are very large and cannot be fully loaded into memory, so we need a more

efficient method instead of reading raw audio data each time.

We apply the same method on the entire dataset: firstly read all the audio files into

arrays, and then store all the indexed arrays in one single HDF5 file. Among all the

available technologies including caching memory pool, or other databases, we choose this

method since it is both fast and flexible which perfectly meets our needs. The HDF5

is an open source file format that supports large, complex, heterogeneous data storage

and file-system alike data index. The HDF5 format can be thought of as a file system

contained and described within one single file, where one can access different data in

it just liking accessing different files on a computer. For example, we first read the

wave file storing at “pathA/01.wav“ into an array Arr 01, and then store this array into

the “pathB/all audios.hdf5“, with the data index of the same name: “pathA/01.wav“.

With proper wrappings, one can read the Arr 01 in HDF5 with the original file name:

“pathA/01.wav“, just like reading the original audio file. This file-system alike index
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undoubtedly makes programming much more flexible and easier than using SQL-based

languages.

In practice, we use python for programming and the h5py package as the HDF5 library.

The access speed is faster than raw audio reading for two reasons: Firstly, the audio

files are already read into python arrays so that it saves the .wav format parsing time.

Secondly, HDF5 itself is very fast in indexing and reading large arrays. HDF5 uses a

”chunked” on-disk data format, which makes reading an arbitrary slice cost very similar

time for the best and worst case, while which takes much longer in the worst case when

reading from the on-disk data. An example is shown in Figure 3.3 to better understand

the process.

Figure 3.3: Raw audios are converted to a single HDF5 file

3.2.3 Noise filtering

In everyday life, one of the biggest challenges of sound-based applications is noise.

Compared to the two-dimensional images we see, noise is more pervasive in the one-

dimensional sound we hear and is more easily to bring down our perceptual ability.

Filtering the noise, therefore, seems to be an important step to improve the audio data

quality. However, sound noise has many types and should be treated accordingly. Some

related even suggest not to filter noise in sounds, since models trained from noisy data

are also less susceptible to the noises in real-life environments.

People from different domains have different definitions for sound noise. From human

hearings perspective, noise is the unwanted sound judged to be unpleasant, loud or

disruptive to hearing. In audio engineering, noise can refer to the unwanted residual

electronic signal that gives rise to acoustic noise, heard as a hiss or a buzz. While in our

research, noise refers to any sound apart from the wanted information (i.e. the events),

be it the white noise or the buzz from the recording device.

We categorize the noise in our data into two types:
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1. Background Noise is the sum of the sounds from the environment which is dif-

ferent from the events we monitor. In indoor environments, it can come from

air conditioners, window vibration, water waves or the traffic noise from nearby

streets. Background noise in everyday life is unavoidable and it normally occurs

continuously in a similar pattern. Techniques such as noise gate are able to find

this pattern and remove them from the signal.

When the environment becomes more crowded, it becomes very similar to Gaus-

sian noise, which is the combination of many different small noises and none is

dominant. One can basically find no pattern in the Gaussian noise so that it is

also very hard to remove them. On the other hand, in many of our experiments,

Gaussian noise basically makes very little difference in the results.

2. Recording Device Noise is the noise generated from the recording devices, which is

more especially obvious from low quality microphones. It can come from interfer-

ence from the inside circuits or wireless signal around the microphone. This noise

exists continuously and mainly concentrates in the low-frequency bands, which is

normally called buzz or hum.

In the public datasets such as TUT and TIMIT, the recording devices are normally

very good and there is very little buzz sound. In the online dataset, the quality of

audio data is quite different, some of which may have very strong buzz noise.

To get a better quality, we use a noise-profile based technique to cancel both types of

noises in the audios. To use this technique, one needs to first select a short and silent

moment from an audio stream to build the profile of the noise. Subsequently, this profile

is applied to the entire stream to reduce non-signal noise sound. This two-step process

of using the noise-profile algorithm is shown in Figure 3.4.

This technique is also called spectral noise gating, as it ’opens’ at the signal frequency

bands and ’closes’ at the noise frequency bands. Spectral noise gating first calculates

the frequency spectrum of the background noise in the selected snippet. That forms a

fingerprint of the static background noise in the sound file. The algorithm compares the

noise spectrogram to those of each short segment of the sound file. Any frequency bands

that aren’t sufficiently louder than their average levels in the fingerprint are reduced in

volume. In this way, the major frequency bands of a door slam sound or human voices

are preserved, but hiss, hum and other steady noises can be minimized. This technique

works best when the background noise tends to be static and the selected noise profile

can largely represent the noise pattern. Undoubtedly, noise can only be reduced but

not completely cancelled, and a heavy degree of noise reduction also brings in signal

distortion. Nevertheless, noise reduction is not the focus of our research either. The
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goal of noise filtering is to control the noise at a moderate and equal level for all data

samples, so that the processing models would not be less affected. As noise filtering is

not the focus of this research, we just need a moderate and practical solution and do

not further investigate the theory behind.

Figure 3.4: A demonstration of using noise-profile to cancel noise
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Chapter 4

Sound-based activity recognition

in non-noisy environments

In this chapter, we will present the principles and solutions for detecting and recognizing

human activities in a quiet environment. Here quietness means there are not many

human activities so that most sound events can be clearly identified and there is very

little overlapping in sounds, such as in many small offices or residential houses. To

tackle the problem, two lightweight methods are introduced separately, each based on a

classic and neural network machine learning model. The main content of this chapter is

published in PETRA 2019 [83].

4.1 The fundamentals of sound-based activity recognition

Human activities are always accompanied by some kind of sound such as walking, talk-

ing, door slamming, etc. It is therefore easy for humans to be aware of the things going

on around just through listening to the interesting sound events. Although automati-

cally identifying and distinguishing sound events is a trivial task for humans, computer

systems have not been able to achieve comparable accuracy until recently.

Classification of human activities based on sound falls under the category of ’Environ-

mental Sound Recognition’ (ESR). ESR aims to automatically detect and identify audio

events from captured audio signals [84]. In recent years, most ESR models use ma-

chine learning models such as SVM, HMM or Deep learning for the sound classification

problem as they are significantly better than methods that merely use signal processing.

As aforementioned in Chapter 2, ESR models were mostly spawned by offline applica-

tions such as movie-type classification [37] or video-context classification [85]. These

39
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proposed audio-processing methods would focus primarily on precision and very little

on the memory or computing cost. As a result, these models are not quite suitable for

resource-constraint IoT devices in smart building applications. Apart from the low-cost

requirement, another issue with the sound-based systems in smart buildings is privacy,

as no one wants to be constantly tapped. In this chapter, our work will fill in the gaps

between the current models and the needed solutions for smart building applications.

A general real-time system of sound event classification is shown in Figure 4.1. As is

shown, we first preprocess the data which would segment the continuous audio stream

into discrete segments or events. Audio features are then extracted from each event to

classify the event into predefined classes. Regarding the models, we mainly investigate

the low-cost models for meeting the needs of smart buildings. We will introduce the

classic and deep learning based methods separately later in Chapters 4.2 and 4.3. This

separation is due to the significant differences in the design and principles of the two

methods.

Although the specific features and models differ a lot for different methods, our prepro-

cessing steps in the pipeline are similar. In this work, preprocessing mainly consists of

two steps: voice stripping and audio segmentation, which will be discussed in the next

two subsections.

Figure 4.1: The real-time audio events classification system

4.1.1 Preprocessing: voice stripping

Audio data is of high privacy concern so that needs to be handled carefully. It is also one

of the significant advantages of edge computing, i.e. the entire data processing pipeline

is placed in the edge device. A weaker protection against potential malicious network

attacks is the use of data compression, which means that the compressed data instead

of the raw data is being transmitted to the server for processing [86]. Whatsmore,

these compressed data can be intentionally distorted in order to further increase the

security[87].

However, these protections all aim at the network attacks and are not capable of pro-

tecting the edge devices themselves. What if the edge devices are hacked and modified

to upload the raw audio data somewhere? Even if the hackers are not considered, would
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employees worry about these microphones being used as surveillance tools by the ad-

ministrator, who deliberately leak the data to the big boss?

In this sense, a even better approach is to protect privacy from the very beginning, i.e.

not to record people’s conversations. As human conversations are one of the most critical

privacy concerns in indoor environments, we propose to strip them from the beginning.

In our research, the human voice stripping is implemented by a software band-stop

filter while in a real world implementation this can be implemented by acoustic sensor

physically, so that the privacy is protected at the device layer.

A typical band-stop filter can achieve this function, which let pass only the bands from

zero up to its lower cut-off frequency Flow and the bands above its upper cut-off frequency

Fhigh. This results in a rejection of frequencies in the band Flow:Fhigh. In our case Flow

= 300Hz and Fhigh = 3KHZ, this range is often referred to as the voice bands [88],

where most people’s voice are concentrated in. In a practical experiment, we selected

several audio samples in the dataset to see how the speech sounds after removing the

speech band. By filtering out this frequency band, even if there are residual bands in

the signal, the speech content becomes highly blurred and unrecognizable.

Figure 4.2 and 4.3 shows one speech sound and one door sound before and after voice-

bands truncation in time and frequency domain. Obviously stripping the voice bands

could deprive a lot of information of both sound events, resulting in a more challenging

classification problem. On the other hand, although a speech sound can lose a lot of

information from voice stripping, there is still energy in other frequency bands, making

the classification feasible.

4.1.2 Preprocessing: segmentation

Audio stream is large and continuous, which is very different from the discrete data

generated by common IoT sensors such as PIR, motion sensors or vibration sensors.

For example, the data with 44kHZ sampling rate and 16-bit LPCM would generate 88k

bytes each second. An early step of sound event recognition, therefore, is to segment the

continuous audio stream into small discrete segments and analyze them sequentially.

There are several benefits of applying the commonly used segmentation technique.

Firstly, a quiet environment most of the time has only background sound which is un-

necessary to be processed. The segments that are detected as background noise can be

directly discarded at an early stage to save calculating resources. Secondly, apart from

the ’detection’ purpose, a large amount of continuous data is also hard for data pro-

cessing models to handle. A typical machine model takes a small and equal size of data
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Figure 4.2: Voice bands truncation of a speech sound

Figure 4.3: Voice bands truncation of a door-slam sound

points as the input and predict the results according to the pattern inside. Too much

input data once a time can make the model hard to generalize and over complicated.
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There are normally two types of segmentation algorithms based on the segment length,

i.e. the fixed-length segmentation and flexible length segmentation. The fixed-length

segmentation technique simply cuts the audio stream into end to end connected segments

of the same length. The segments are then determined to be either ’active’ events or

’silence’ with power thresholding or other metrics. This segment length is an empirical

value that normally ranges from 2 ∼ 5 seconds depending on the specific sound events

in different researches.

(a). an audio stream  with silence sound

(b). the event is located by thresholding (between 2 vetical lines)

Figure 4.4: An example of flexible-length audio segmentation

The flexible-length segmentation technique is more complicated which needs to find the

start and end of a sound event precisely. Our algorithm of the flexible segmentation

works as follows:

1. The audio stream is smoothed by ’moving average’ algorithm in time domain [89].

The smoothed stream is then cut into fixed short frames (20ms) while the power

is calculated for each frame.

2. The frames with power higher than a threshold are labelled as ’active’. The thresh-

old can be a preset static value or dynamic adjusting.

3. Adjacent ’active’ frames are combined to form an event.
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4. Events shorter than a given duration are dropped, while the long frames are trun-

cated such that the events are between 1 to 3s. The reason to choose this duration

range is from practical experience, as humans can identify sound segments with

such length quite well.

Figure 4.4 shows an example of the flexible-length segmentation results.

Both fixed-length and flexible segmentation techniques have their pros and cons and

should be selected based on the scenarios and data-processing models. The flexible-

length segmentation detects and extracts the precise duration of an audio event. This

makes it theoretically better for the activity recognition task than the fixed-length

method, which often split a single audio event into halves or falsely merge two dif-

ferent events. However, there are also problems that make the flexible-length segments

less favourable than the simple fixed-length strategy. One of the challenges is that the

boundary of an event is hard to locate when the environment becomes noisy especially

when multiple events happen simultaneously. Another problem of flexible-length seg-

mentation lies in the subsequent data processing models. Most commonly used machine

learning models such as SVM, Decision Tree or Deep Neural Network only accept fixed-

length inputs. To adapt to these models, we either need to pad or truncate the segments

to a unified length or extract some statistic features which then become irrelevant to the

original data length. Both of these two segmentation strategies are used in our following

chapters for different reasons and will be discussed accordingly. A comparison of flexible

and fixed-length segmentation algorithms on the same signal is shown in Figure 4.5,

which shows that the flexible-length algorithm can locate events more accurately.

In brief, we will only use flexible-length segmentation in Section 4.2 and will use fixed-

length segmentation for all other models. This is mainly because the method in Section

4.2 uses the statistic features whose length is independent of the length of audio data. In

this case, it is more important to accurately extract the event duration than to uniform

the data length. By contrast, for deep learning models that are able to handle high-

dimensional inputs, it is better to input frame-based features so that the data length

will be consistent.

4.2 With Classic models

In this section, we will present the audio events classification solutions based on the

classic models, i.e. the non-deep-learning model. Although consensus has been reached

that deep learning models can generally achieve better classification accuracy, classic

models are still widely used because they need much less memory and calculation power.
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Figure 4.5: A comparison of the two segmentation algorithms (left:fixed-length,
right:flexible-length)

This lightweight function is especially suitable for IoT devices because it means cheaper

prices and longer battery life.

Figure 4.6: Feature ’frequency-spread’ on frame basis

4.2.1 The Features

Audio data is a continuous stream of high sampling rate information. This stream of

continuous data can be transformed into a reduced set of features, which contain the

most important and the most relevant information for the classification task.

A single feature from a single domain only represents limited information, thus it will

be hard to classify. However, by combining multiple features, the class characterization

becomes conspicuous[90]. In this work, we first cut the audio stream into smaller frames

of fixed length and partly overlapped (e.g. 20ms frame length with 10ms overlap). We
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Figure 4.7: Feature ’frequency-spread’ statistics on event basis

then calculate the statistics (mean and variance) of all frame features as the representa-

tion of the whole event. There are several benefits for the aggregation of short frames:

firstly the features extracted from any event have the same length, i.e. independent of

the event duration, secondly the statistics stand for global representation which treats

the event as a whole. Figure 4.8 shows the feature extraction flow.

Signal: 3sec

fr.2 fr.299

fr.1 fr.300fr.3

ft[i] = Feature_fn(frame[i])
 for i=0:150 FT = [men(ft), COV(ft)]

Framing / Windowing Feature extraction Feature arrayRaw signal

Figure 4.8: The statistic audio-features extraction

Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show the box-plot of per-frame value and the scatter-plot of statistic

values of features: ’spectral-spread’. At the first glance, basically, no conclusion can be

drawn from a single frame feature value, but the statistic feature of an event shows a

much clearer pattern and would be easier to classify.

While there are numerous audio features, we mainly select features that prove to be

highly relevant in audio recognition tasks. We also choose features from different domains

and with different characters since machine learning works better by combining features

with low correlation. The features used in our paper are listed in Table 4.1, including

temporal-domain, frequency-domain and spectrogram-based features [35].
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A spectrogram is the spectrum of frequencies of a signal as it varies with time. The

visualization of the spectrogram is a graph with two geometric dimensions: x-axis repre-

sents time, y-axis represents frequency and the color intensity implies the amplitude at

that specific coordinate of time and frequency. It is commonly derived from the STFT

transformation, which cuts an audio stream into trunks of equal length and then takes

the Fourier transformation over each short trunk. Mel spectrogram is another commonly

used audio spectrogram, which is the product of the Mel-filterbanks and the STFT

spectrogram [35]. Although the STFT do not compress the data, it provides a good

base to many good audio features such as MFCC and LPCC. To provide an intuitive

impression, we choose a representative sample from each class and plot the signal and

some spectrogram features, as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: An example of spectrogram features from each sound event class

A brief description of our selected features is as follows:

Time Domain Features

(i) Short-time energy (STE) is a widely used feature in audio analysis which de-

scribes the energy of signal, calculated by mean-square of signal per frame [35].

(ii) Zero crossing rate (ZCR) is the rate at which the signal changes from positive

to negative or vice versa. This feature is one of the simplest and widely used in

speech recognition, which characterizes the dominant frequency of signal[91].

(iii) Temporal entropy (TE) is the entropy of temporal domain per frame, which

characterizes the dispersal of acoustic energy [92].

Frequency Domain Features
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(iv) Spectral centroid is calculated as the weighted mean of the frequencies while

magnitudes are the weights. It indicates where the ”center of mass” of the spec-

trum is located. Sometimes the median is used for ”center” rather than mean

[35].

(v) Spectral spread is the magnitude-weighted average of the differences between

the spectral components and the spectral centroid, together they describe how

disperse and wide the frequency bands are [35].

(vi) Spectral entropy is calculated as the entropy of spectrum it reflects the flatness

but spectrum [92].

(vii) Spectral flux also describes the flatness in spectral domain, but across frames.

It calculates as the 2-norm Euclidean distance between the power spectrum of

adjacent frames [92].

(viii) Spectral rolloff represents the point where N% power is concentrated below that

frequency. Spectral rolloff is extensively used in music information retrieval [35].

Spectrogram Features

(ix) Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) is the cepstral representation

of Mel-Frequency. Compared to original linear frequency bands, Mel-Frequency is

equally spaced on the Mel scale, which approximates the human auditory system’s

response. MFCC describes the spectral envelope and is commonly used in speech

recognition [38]. MFCC is commonly derived with the following steps [93]:

• Take the Fourier transform of (a windowed excerpt of) a signal.

• Map the powers of the spectrum obtained above onto the Mel scale, using

triangular overlapping windows.

• Take the logs of the powers at each of the Mel frequencies.

• Take the discrete cosine transform of the list of Mel log powers as if it were

a signal.

• The value of MFCC is the amplitude of the resulting spectrum.

(x) Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is an auto-regression model in which a pre-

dictor estimates a sample by linear combination of previous sample values (4.1), s

is the signal sequence and a1 to ap are the coefficients. LPC can be used in audio

compression and speech recognition to represent the spectral envelope. However,

LPC is prone to a disturbance where small changes in LPC value would cause large

deviation in spectrum [35].

s[n] ≈ a1 ∗ s[n− 1] + a2 ∗ s[n− 2] + ...+ ap ∗ s[n− p] (4.1)
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Table 4.1: The feature list used by our classic model

Domain transformation

Nr. Temporal Frequency Spectrogram

1 ZCE centroid MFCC

2 STE medium LPCC

3 TE spread LSF

4 entropy Chromogram

5 flux

6 rollof

(xi) Linear predictive cepstral coefficients (LPCC) is the cepstral representation

of LPC [35].

(xii) Line Spectrum Frequencies (LSF) is the roots of 2 polynomials decomposed

from the LPC polynomial [35]. Both LPCC and LSF are derived from LPC,

they are alternative representation of LPC, thus containing the same amount of

information. However for LPC, a small disturbance from input may incur a big

difference to output, while LPCC and LSF are more robust in this aspect, which

make them better for the classification task.

(xiii) Chromagram is a well-established tool for processing and analyzing music data

that capture harmonic and pitch characters from the sound. Apart from music

applications, Chroma features are also powerful mid-level feature representations

in content-based audio retrieval or audio matching [35].

4.2.2 The classification models

After features have been extracted, a classifier should be learned so that new coming

data can be classified. This classification function which is also called representation,

has different forms for each model, e.g. a search tree in decision tree or a hyperplane in

SVM. Learning is therefore a process performed by searching through the representation

space to find the best hypothesis that better fits the solution.

Classification algorithms can be categorized into two types [94]:

I. stateless algorithms, in which events to be classified are treated as unrelated to

each other. Most machine learning models such as GMM, SVM, Decision Tree and the

common neural network models are all stateless models.

II. stateful algorithms, in which the algorithms treat the events as related to each other

and put them into a context while updating the memory. A stateful model works best in
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the scenario where the output is not only decided by current input, but also by previous

input in the timeline (state). Stateful models such as HMM and RNN are most famous

for language modelling.

In environmental sound processing, stateless models are widely used in sound events

classification, while stateful models are preferred by context classification tasks. In our

task, we think there is no need to remember the past information, since it is enough

for human beings to tell what is happening when a sound event is heard, even without

much context.

While there might be a plethora of machine learning algorithm variations with different

types of representation space, the effectiveness for different scenarios can only empiri-

cally be confirmed. Hence, we select several commonly used algorithms to conduct an

empirical comparison and find the best candidate for the problem. The chosen stateful

models in this chapter are listed below:

1. Decision tree is a non-parametric supervised learning method used for both

classification and regression [90]. This model predicts the value of a target variable

by learning simple if-then rules (i.e. decisions) inferred from the data features.

Decision tree is simple to understand and interpret since the trees can be visualized.

A decision tree classification model also supports multi-classes outputs. On the

other hand, decision tree can be unstable that small variations in the data might

generate a completely different tree. This is partly because decision tree is normally

trained through greedy search, through which only local optimum is found. As is

built by merely if-then rules, decision tree can also be hard to learn and express

many complex concepts such as XOR, parity or multiplexer problems. Figure 4.10

shows a simple example of the decision tree used to decide whether to play outside,

given all the inputs.

2. Random Forest is a meta estimator that fits a number of decision tree classifiers

on various sub-samples of the dataset and uses averaging to improve the predictive

accuracy and control over-fitting [90]. The model built from several estimators

independently and then to average the predictions is called ensemble model. On

average, the combined estimator is usually better than any of the single base

estimators because its variance is reduced. A decision tree is normally created

through greedy search and typically exhibit high variance and tend to overfit. By

taking an average of those predictions, random forests achieve a reduced variance

by combining diverse trees. In practice, the variance reduction is often significant

hence yielding an overall better model.
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Figure 4.10: An example of decision tree

3. Mixed Gaussian model assumes that all the data samples are generated from a

mixture of several different Gaussian distributions with unknown parameters (i.e.

the mean and variance) [90]. One can think of mixture models as generalizing

k-means clustering to incorporate information about the covariance structure of

the data as well as the centers of the latent Gaussians. A Gaussian mixture model

normally uses the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for training which

maximizes the overall probability of all samples and all classes. As this algorithm

maximizes only the likelihood, it will not bias the means towards zero, or bias the

cluster sizes to have specific structures that might or might not apply. One major

weak point of the Gaussian model is the setting of components numbers, which

must be decided manually and through external cues.

4. Naive Bayes is a supervised learning algorithm based on applying Bayes distri-

bution with the “naive” assumption of conditional independence between all the

features given the class label [90]. Mathematically, if we have the data sample with

the feature set: {x1, x2, ..., xn} and want to predict the class label: y, the problem

equals to predicting the probability of:

P (y | x1, . . . , xn) = P (y)P (x1, . . . xn | y)
P (x1, . . . , xn)

If we assume all the features xi are independent, we will have:

P (y | x1, . . . , xn) = P (y)
∏n

i=1 P (xi | y)
P (x1, . . . , xn)

Finally, the prediction of the class ŷ is calculated by:

ŷ = argmax
y

P (y)

n∏
i=1

P (xi | y)
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In practise, we normally assume the distributions are all Gaussian, where:

P (xi | y) = 1√
2πσ2

y

exp

(
−(xi − μy)

2

2σ2
y

)

The parameters σ and μ can be estimated using maximum likelihood through

training. Naive Bayes classifier is both fast and simple compared to many other

sophisticated methods, which is because it decouples the joint distribution to many

one dimensional distributions. Naive Bayes is a famous algorithm for document

classification and spam filtering, where the assumption of features-independence

applies.

5. SVM is an powerful classification model which is especially good for high dimen-

sional features input. It may still work in cases where the feature dimension is

greater than the number of samples. A support vector machine model builds one

or multiple hyperplanes in a high dimensional space to separate the samples into

classes [95]. Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by the hyper-plane that has

the largest distance to the nearest training data points of any class, since in gen-

eral the larger the margin the lower the generalization error of the classifier. These

hyperplanes are actually generated by nearest training data points, which are also

called the support vectors. A demonstration of the SVM margin and hyperplane

is shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: The SVM classifier explained (left: many possible hyperplanes. right:
the hyperplane that maximize the margin)

Because the hyperplane only separates a space into two halves, a basic SVM al-

gorithm can only output two classes. To support multiple classes outputs, we can

use the SVM-SVC algorithm, which uses multiple “one-against-one” approaches

for multi-class classification. For the SVM-SVC algorithm, if n is the number of
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classes, then n × (n − 1)/2 binary classifiers are constructed and the final deci-

sion is the class that wins the majority of votes. Another important component

of the SVM algorithm is its kernel function. A linear kernel function transforms

the data into a different hyperspace where the samples can be better separated

than the original space. The typical kernel functions include linear, polynomial,

radial basis function (RBF), and sigmoid. The most used type of kernel function

is RBF, which return the inner product between two points, resembling a notion

of similarity. This RBF kernel is widely favored since it can project data into very

high-dimensional spaces with little computational costs. A RBF kernel function is

defined as:

RBF (x, x′) = e(−γ‖x−x
′‖2)

, where x′ is the support vector and γ is a coefficient. Intuitively, γ indicates

how far the influence of a single training example reaches. If γ is very large, the

influence will be very little for samples other than the support vector itself, so that

the results can be easily overfitting.

4.3 With deep learning

With the rapid development of neural network technology in the field of image pro-

cessing and speech recognition, many works have also applied different types of neural

network models to this task. As mentioned in Chapter 2, these models can be based

on full-connected, CNN or RNN frameworks. Generally, neural network models could

outperform the classic models as long as there are enough training data. One reason is

that classic models can easily overfit complex audio data so that the input features are

normally highly compressed, resulting in a severe loss of information already.

As introduced in Section 2.1.1, many deep learning based models have been proposed

for sound events recognition, most of them are overly complex for devices with limited

resources. Many works simply borrow the frameworks from computer vision or speech

recognition, and often require millions of weights. The high complexity not only limits

the application scenarios, but also makes a model difficult to interpret or debug. To fill

this gap, we propose a carefully designed CNN-based model that contains only two main

hidden layers and thousands of weights. In addition to a concise framework, a shared

weights strategy is also used in the output layer to further reduce weights and prevent

overfitting.

The specific flow chart of our sound event classification model is demonstrated in Figure

4.12. The data flow is shown on the left and the processing functions are shown on the
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right. Here we use the fixed-length segmentation algorithm, so the length of each input

sound clip is identical, e.g. 2 seconds. In our recordings, the sound events longer than 2

seconds are truncated and the ones shorter than 2 seconds are padded with zeros. Even

though the sound events are not perfectly extracted, they can still be well classified with

the power of deep learning models.

Out of each input sample, we first extract the Mel-bands feature, which is a two-

dimensional image-like feature. With this feature as input, the deep learning model

then gives the probability of each event class in the output layer. Then, the sound event

falls into the class with the highest probability. We choose this feature and model com-

bination mainly because it is highly efficient in terms of model size and computational

density. More details will be discussed in the following subsections.

Figure 4.12: The CNN-based sound event classification model: CNN-L2
(left) - The neurons of each layer
(right) - The functions of each layer

4.3.1 The features

As is shown in Figure 4.12, we mainly extract the image-like Mel bands features from

audio clips, which is a typical input of the CNN-based model. The Mel bands feature

is the product of the Mel-filterbanks and the Short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
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spectrogram. A spectrogram can be easily visualized as an image to understand how

the frequencies of a signal varies with time. The x-axis and y-axis refer to the time-frame

and frequency, the color is used to indicate the amplitude of the signal. In this figure,

blue color refers to low amplitude while red color refers to high amplitude.

Figure 4.13: The Mel-bands feature extraction flow. The redder the color, the greater
the amplitude.

Mathematically, the STFT algorithm first divides an audio stream into trunks of equal

length, which normally overlap, and then computes the Fourier transform separately on

each short trunk. Often, a window function ω (e.g. Hann window or Gaussian window)

is applied on each trunk to smooth the signal. Let x(n) be the data signal and let m be

the trunk index. STFT of can be expressed as:

STFT{x[n]}(m,ω) ≡ X(m,ω) =
∞∑

n=−∞
x[n]w[n−m]e−jωn

Where X is the discrete FFT function. The spectrogram is then the amplitude of the

STFT result.

spectrogram(m,ω) = |STFT(m,ω)|2

With the STFT bands, the Mel bands are just a simple transformation of it, which aims

to make each band sounds equal in distance to human listeners. Firstly, the mel-scale

frequency M is converted from the original frequency f by:

M = 2595 log10

(
1 +

f

700

)

The final step to computing filter banks is applying triangular filters (e.g. 60 filters), on

the Mel-scale frequency to the extract frequency bands.
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Figure 4.14: Mel(left) and Log-Mel(right) bands feature of the same sound event

In this work, we set the frame-length to 50ms and half overlapped and the Mel-bands

size to 60, the output feature of a 2 seconds audio stream is then of size 60(bands) ×
80(frames). The method to extract Mel-bands features is shown in Figure 4.13. STFT

bands and Mel bands are both commonly used features in audio processing. Out of

the two features, we consider Mel bands as the better one for sound classification for

two reasons: First, Mel bands is more condensed thus would help solve the overfitting

problem. Second, the information of the sound events is more evenly distributed in each

band, which is better for the classification model.

Apart from the original Mel bands, many works also suggest that the log-form Mel

bands features performs generally better in experiments [41, 47]. An example of the

original and the log-form Mel bands features of the same audio sample is shown in Figure

4.14. One can see that Log-Mel bands is obviously more colourful and contains more

details than Mel-bands feature. This is because the logarithmic function can smooth

the signal, thereby compressing the range of values, resulting in an effect similar to

data normalization. In Section 4.4.3, we will further compare and analyze the difference

between Log-Mel and Mel bands features through the experimental results.

In brief, deep learning models do not need highly compressed engineered features or

structured data. It is the model which needs to be sophisticatedly designed and let it

find the statistic pattern in the data.

4.3.2 The classification model: CNN-L2

A typical neural network model consists of one input and one output layer and multiple

hidden layers. We name our model CNN-L2 since it has two hidden layers, both of which
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are convolutional neural network layers. Three of the most commonly used layers up to

date probably are: fully connected layer, convolutional layer and recurrent layer. Each

layer has its own suitable use cases. A full-connected layer is most commonly used for

data classification, which basically connects every neuron in this layer to every neuron

in the previous layer. A convolutional layer, in another hand, is widely used in image

processing, while a recurrent layer is most popular for linguistic information modelling.

Of the three layers, our model will mainly use convolutional layers and full-connected

layers. We do not consider using the recurrent layer because it is mainly used in stateful

and sequential data and is also very computationally costly. Generally speaking, with

a similar model size, the recurrent layer has the highest computational cost while the

convolutional layer has the lowest [96].

4.3.2.1 Convolutional neural network layer

A CNN-layer consists of multiple 2-dimensional filters of the same size, which is also

called the filter-size of a layer. During the forward pass, each filter is convolved across

the width and height of the input volume to produce a 2-dimensional output of that

filter. After training, the network would learn filters that ’activate’ when they detect

some specific shapes at any position in the input. Since the filter size is irrelevant to the

size of the input size, it greatly reduces the weights and calculation density compared to

the full-connected layer. In image-processing problems, CNN layers are well known to be

able to detect the shift-invariant features from any part of a picture. With the stacking

of multiple CNN layers, the output image of one CNN layer is also the input image of

the following CNN layer. These images would gradually become smaller in the forward

direction which represents more condensed and higher-level features, as demonstrated

in Figure 4.15.

In neural network, a CNN-layer is also commonly followed by a maxpooling-layer. A

maxpooling layer applies a max filter to (usually) non-overlapping subareas of the input

neurons. It can downscale the output-size from the CNN-layer and helps avoid overfitting

by suppressing the influence of the smaller outputs.

In addition to the max-pooling layer, we also attach a dropout layer to each CNN layer,

which is a simple yet efficient technique for reducing overfitting in neural networks. In

the training process, neurons of the dropout layer would be randomly set to zero at a

given ratio (i.e. 20%) so that it looks like some neurons are dropped, which makes the

training process noisier so that the learned neuron values are more sparse.

Both the maxpooling and dropout layers contain very little to no weights, so that for

counting weights we only need to consider the CNN-layer. A CNN-layer in total has the
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Figure 4.15: The Convolutional Neural Network layers explained

weights of: height×width×filters×depth, where the ’depth’ refers to the input image

number of the previous layer, e.g. for a RGB picture it is 3 and for a preceding CNN

layer it is its filter-number.

4.3.2.2 The Activation Functions

Both of the two CNN layers in our model use the popular ReLU activation function.

ReLU is a non-linear function which is widely used as the activation function in neural

network [97]. The basic ReLU function has the form of:

ReLU(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩x, if x > 0,

0, otherwise
(4.2)

Compared to the traditional sigmoid activation function, ReLU has several advantages

such as faster computation, more efficient gradient propagation and avoid the gradient

vanishing problem.

We use the softmax activation function in the output layer, which gives the prediction

of the probabilities of each event class. The softmax function is specifically designed for

probability predictions which makes the outputs positive and sum to one:

Softmax(xi) =
exi∑
i e

xi
(4.3)

, where x is the linear activation before softmax. For a classification problem, there are

equal number of neurons and the classes in the output layer where each neuron outputs
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the probability of that class. In the test session, the neuron with the biggest output

value would be the predicted event class.

4.3.2.3 The model design insights

As shown in Figure 4.12, our CNN-L2 model mainly contains two CNN layers and

one full-connected output layer. This model framework is more concise than the ones

proposed from other papers such as [41][47]. The intuition behind each layer is explained

below with both words and figures:

Firstly, our model starts with two CNN layers to extract useful features from the image-

like spectrograms. Since the CNN filters convolve through the whole image and only

accept a small area once a time, the filter size is irrelevant to the input size. Secondly, we

do not add additional full-connected hidden layers after the CNN-layers. Usually, people

use multiple full-connected hidden layers to connect the last CNN-layer and the output

layer [41]. These full-connected layers together can build complex non-linear functions

so as to map the CNN output-shapes to the final classes. However, in our model, the

last CNN layer only outputs a small vector which is generally sequence-invariant to

the sound classes prediction. Therefore, we believe a linear function can easily solve

this problem so that no more hidden layers are needed. More details of each layer are

explained below:

1. CNN 0 is the first CNN-layer that extracts the basic shapes from the input

Mel-bands spectrogram. Unlike an image-processing problem which normally uses

small a filter-size (i.e. 5 × 5), we use a very large filter-size in the first layer (i.e.

57× 5), which covers most of the frequency bands. In image-processing problems,

CNN layers are well known to be able to detect the shift-invariant features from

any part of a picture. This tall-shaped filter makes the detected features only

shift-invariant in time-domain, since the same shape in two different frequency

bands actually sounds very different. As is shown in Figure 4.16, a tall filter that

covers the entire frequency bands would solve this problem.

Following this CNN layer is a maxpooling and a dropout layer which are very

basic layers to reduce noise and overfitting. The maxpooling layer has the size

of 4x3 so that after pooling the output is of size {1x27x20}, corresponding to

{frequency, frame, filters} respectively. In the output neurons, the frequency

dimension has vanished (reduced to 1) and the original time-frames have shrunk

from 80 to 27.

To get a more intuitional view, Figure 4.17 shows the plots of some learned filters.

In this figure, the weights are all between −0.3 to 0.3, where the red spots are to
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Figure 4.16: ’tall’ filters are preferred in the first CNN layer: small filters would find
features at different frequency bands which sound very different though

be amplified and the blue spots are to be suppressed. Take the bottom-right filter

as an example, it is clearly filled with blue stripes in the lower frequency bands

which means it only activates at high-frequency inputs.

2. CNN 1 is the second layer that detects the higher level features by combining

the smaller features detected from CNN 0. We used 20 filters in this layer each

with the feature-size 1 × 3, which means the features detected in CNN 1 is three

times longer than CNN 0 in the time domain. Similar to CNN 0, we also used

ReLU activation function and attached a maxpooling layer and a dropout layer

subsequently.

Plotting the filter weights in CNN 1 however, does not provide a straightforward

sense about the learned features since these filters do not directly apply to the

inputs but on the outputs of previous layers. Mathematically, the relationship

between the output of CNN 1 and the input is:

Ocnn1 = Fcnn1(Fdropout((Fpooling(Fcnn0(I))))

, where I is the initial input spectrogram and O is the output and all F are the

functions of neurons. As we can see, merely plotting Fcnn1 does not give a clear

idea of what this layer really expects from the input.

To visualize and interpret the functions of higher layers such as CNN 1, a special

visualization technique called activation maximization can be used [98]. The idea

behind activation maximization is simple in hindsight : ’generate’ an input I∗ that

maximizes the filter outputs, i.e. to compute:
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Figure 4.17: Some samples of learned filters from CNN 0 layer

Figure 4.18: ’Activation maximization’ of the learned filters from CNN 1 layer: what
are the most and least wanted inputs of a sound event

I∗ = argmax
I

Oj(I) (4.4)

, where Oj is the output of the jth filter from CNN 1 layer with respect to input I.

This is a non-convex optimization problem but the local minimum can be found
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through gradient descent method, where the ∂(Oj)/∂(I) is used to update the

input I iteratively.

With this activation maximization technique, we are able to visualize what each

learned filter would extract from the inputs.

To get a clear sense, several most representative filters out of the 20 filters are

plotted according to their contribution to two event classes, i.e. each filter is

either ’most’ or ’least’ wanted by the event class ’walking’ and ’talking’. As is

shown in Figure 4.18, the right quadrant means the most wanted filters while the

left quadrant means the least wanted ones, the upper quadrant means the filters

are for class ’walking’ while the lower quadrant ones are for class ’walking’. (We

will explain in the next paragraph how to calculate which filter is wanted by which

sound event.) From this figure, one can clearly see that the walking-class prefers

the tall cylinder-like inputs and the talking-class prefers the low-frequency bands

and flat-shaped inputs.

3. The output layer is a full-connected layer with Softmax activation function, which

gives the prediction of the probabilities of each event class.

The previous CNN 1 layer has the output of size 8×20, where 8 can be interpreted

as the activations in 8 sequential time segments, each is 500ms long (500ms×8 = 4s

plus spectrogram-frames are half-overlapping ). For a typical full-connected layer,

there is a weight linking every neuron and the previous layer output, i.e. we

would have 6(class)×8(time)×20(filters) weights. To further reduce the weights

and prevent overfitting as while, we adopted a shared-weights strategy on this

layer. The idea is that for sound event classification, the CNN 1 layer outputs are

basically time-invariant for event prediction. In another word, even if we shuffle

the 500ms sound frames of a sound event randomly, we can still identify if it is a

speech sound or a bell ringing. According to this, we force the weights to be shared

over the time-axis so as to reduce the weight-size to: 6× 20. This shared-weights

mechanism does not only reduce the model size, but also increases the robustness

since we have removed the redundant flexibility on the weights.

As is shown in Figure 4.19, in a weight W i,j
k , {i, j, k} means {time, filters, class}

respectively. The shared-weights trick has eliminated time i, so that there is only

one weight W j
k for each CNN 1 filter j and output-class k. This trick actually

makes CNN 1 layer easier to debug and interpret: the bigger the W j
k , the more

positive contribution the filter i makes to class j and vice-versa. Therefore, com-

bining with the previous activation maximization and W j
k we can easily interpret

how the model makes the prediction in the output layer, as is shown in Figure

4.18.
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Figure 4.19: Shared-weights in time-axis to reduce weights and mitigate overfitting

Using this framework and the given hyperparameters above, the weight-size of each layer

is:

1. CNN 0 : 57× 5× 20 = 5700

2. CNN 1 : 3× 1× 20× 20 = 1200

3. Softmax : 20× 6 = 120

To summarize, via a much smaller framework and shared-weights trick, our model has

only approximately 7K weights, which is much smaller than the million-weights sized

model proposed by [41][99].

4.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we will present the experimental results over our labelled audio dataset.

In order to have extensive and representative audio data samples, we will use data from

both public datasets and websites, as stated in Chapter 3. The entire dataset is split into

2 parts: training and test set. For the training sets, 5 folds cross-validation is used to

build the best fitting model, which is subsequently applied to the test set for validation.

We will first present the results of the methods based on classic models and the deep

learning model in Section 4.4.2 and Section 4.4.3, respectively. For each method, we

have conducted comparative experiments to find the best setting for each component.

After the best possible settings of each method have been found, we will also compare

the two methods in Section 4.4.4, using the same metrics.
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The evaluation metrics include both performance and efficiency since both aspects are

important to our research. The performance is represented by the overall classification

accuracy and F1-score. For a multi-class classification problem, accuracy is the simply

proportion of correctly classified samples to all samples. F1-score is also known as

balanced F-score or F-measure, it is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, to

punish the extreme errors:

F1 score = 2 · precision · recall
precision + recall

F1-score is initially defined for binary classifiers, i.e. whether the output is true or false.

In our multi-class classification problem, the overall F1-score is the mean of F1 on each

output class. Accuracy is preferred when each class is equally important while F1 fits

better for imbalanced datasets. As our dataset is by large balanced since every sound

event class is equally important, it is safe to say that accuracy is a better index than

F1-score.

The complexity of an algorithm normally includes its memory cost and running time. For

the memory cost, we mainly evaluate neural network models by giving their weights-

number as it is the dominant index of memory cost. The memory of classic models

however is harder to compare theoretically since different models have different struc-

tures. In our practical programs, all the classic machine learning models appear to be

very cost-effective. All of these trained models take less than 10 kilo-bytes when being

saved on disk as loadable files, however, the additional costs in the library are hard to

estimate. The complexity of running time is defined as the reasoning time of a unit

length audio sample, i.e.:

Ct =
Treasoning

Taudio

, where Treasoning is the time to predict an audio sample while Taudio is the length of the

audio. Ct only includes the test time since it affects the time delay and is the constraint

in real-time IoT applications.

After the statistical evaluation, some discussions are given to gain instructive insights

about how to build real-time indoor environmental sound recognition applications.

4.4.1 Dataset

As is stated in Chapter 3, our datasets for experiments come from both public datasets

(TUT, NUY ) and websites (www.freesound.org, www.freesfx.co.uk). The audio data

events need to be common indoor sound and should be highly relevant to human activ-

ities information. According to this criteria, we have selected 6 types of sound events:
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speech, door, footsteps, clapping, cart-wheels, bell ringing. Initially, we had chosen

more events, such as chair moving and people cheering. However, after looking into the

dataset, we merged and truncated some classes since some sounds always occur simulta-

neously. For example, the cheering sound is always accompanied by the applause sound.

Since these sounds are hard to separate, we merge them together into one class.

The original datasets are all audio streams, where the duration of each event is precisely

labelled in milliseconds. A continuous audio stream is however not easy to evaluate

or process. Using the methods stated in Section 4.1.2, the very first step we take is

to segment the streams into discrete sound clips, where each clip contains exactly one

event.

For the classic models, each audio clip is extracted precisely based on the labels, since

we use the flexible-length segmentation method. To filter the relatively bad data points,

events with less than 1-second length are dropped. In contrast, deep learning models

require consistent input data length. In this case, we slice the audio stream into 2-second

long audio clips where each clip contains one single event. The original events longer

than 2 seconds from the stream are truncated, while the shorter ones are padded with

silence. After segmentation, we further choose 1000 good sound events for each event

class to make an even distribution.

4.4.2 Evaluation of the classic models

In this section, we will use experimental results to evaluate the results based on classic

models. During the experiments, different settings such as features combinations, models

and their augments are tested, so as to find the best one for the application.

Among all these components, we will put more effort on the features rather than the

classification models. Compared to the classic machine learning models, classic models

are not complex and sophisticated in general. The knowledge or weights trained from

most classic models can be stored with very little memory, which definitely can not

store very extensive information. Take decision tree as an example, the information

or parameters that needed be stored is in the tree nodes, where a common 5-level

tree has 25 = 32 nodes in maximum. From the data-representation perspective, this

small amount of information can be very hard to represent complex and extensive data

patterns. In this sense, we think it is more important to find good features that highly

correlates with the output than to find a model that perfectly fits the data.
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4.4.2.1 Feature Comparison

In this subsection, we first compare different features from performance and complexity

perspectives.

The entire reasoning time of a sample mainly consists of the Tfeature extraction and

Tmodel prediction. In our experiments, we find that Tmodel prediction for the classic models

are much smaller than Tfeature extraction, thus can be ignored. The complexity Ct is thus

simplified as:

Ct =
Tfeature extraction

Taudio
(4.5)

To clarify, the values of both Tfeature extraction and Taudio are from experimental results,

through a single thread program running on Raspberry-Pi 3B platform of 700 MHz CPU.

A real-time application should definitely control this complexity lower than 1.0, i.e.

make feature extraction time smaller than audio length. Through all the comparative

experiments, we choose SVM (with RBF kernel) model together with feature MFCC

as the baseline. This baseline function has been used in both environmental sound

classification and sound context classification and has achieved good results [35][34].

Figure 4.20: Performance and complexity of using each audio feature
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Figure 4.20 shows the performance of each single feature. To get an intuition of how

voice bands affect the results, we tested the data before and after voice stripping. Results

show that the MFCC of the baseline is the best before voice bands truncation, while

LPCC is the best after truncation. These results show a significant performance drop

of MFCC after voice bands truncation (from 82% to 77%), which is reasonable because

MFCC is designed for human speech recognition as such it provides better resolution

in lower frequency bands. While LPCC portraits the smoothed spectral envelope for

entire frequency bands without discrimination, it works equally good with or without

voice bands.

After the evaluation of single features, Figure 4.21 shows the results of multi-features (or

feature combination). In this figure, each broken line shows the greedy search results for

finding the ’best feature combination’, where each dot represents one iteration. The two

separate dots that are not on the broken lines show the all-features-combination result

for comparison. In machine learning, multiple features could be combined together to

reach better performances, as more features provide more information. However, this

does not mean the more features the better, with a fixed number of training samples.

The predictive power would normally first increase as feature numbers go up then de-

creases [100], mainly because duplicated and irrelevant features only introduce noise to

the model. The problem incurred by high dimensional features is also called ’curse of

dimension’ [100]. In offline audio classification, this problem is normally addressed by

dimensionality reduction techniques such as Principle Component Analysis(PCA) [101].

PCA is the process that computes the principal components and using them to perform

a change of basis on the data, normally using only the first few principal components

and ignoring the rest. By projecting data points onto only very few principal compo-

nents, the data dimension is reduced while preserving as much variation as possible.

The first principal component can equivalently be defined as a direction that maximizes

the variance of the projected data.

This kind of pipeline of ”getting all features” and ”pruning redundant information”

however would cost a lot of time and is not fitting for real-time applications. In order

to save time and computational cost, it is better to proactively select the good features.

While brute force all the combinations is too time costing, we use heuristic greedy search

to find the local optimum instead. It starts with selecting the best single feature, then

at each iteration one more feature is added depending on the classification accuracy. In

both cases, t combination of features can improve the performance significantly. Looking

into the voice-bands truncated case, the best combination contains 4 features: LPCC,

spectral-flux, STE and time-entropy. This result matches our expectations, as these

features portrait different perspectives of the audio signals. The classification accuracy

would increase to more than 90% if voice bands are reserved, which is 4.7% higher than
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using voice-stripped signals. In both cases, the highest performance can be obtained

by combining 4 different features, each starts with a cepstral feature-vector. Not sur-

prisingly, using all-features for model input is not preferred, as high dimension data

will cause overfitting problems and is much less efficient. The calculation complexity of

features combination is smaller than the simple accumulation of each since they share

some steps such as FFT for all frequency-domain features.

Figure 4.21: The greedy search results for the best feature combination

In speech recognition, common techniques such as STFT are used to extract spectrum

from overlapping frames, normally with half or 3/4 frame length overlapped. This is

because audio signals especially speech are highly time varying, and need more sophis-

ticated analysis to reflect the details. However, using overlapping frames also duplicate

or quadruple the complexity. We compared the results from different overlapping frame

lengths, with the best features combination found above. Figure 4.22 shows the results

with different overlapping frame lengths. Results show that it is best to use half-frame

length overlap, which leads to roughly the same accuracy as 3/4 overlapping, but is

much more efficient.
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Figure 4.22: Frame overlapping test with SVM and LPCC feature

4.4.2.2 Models comparison

In this section, we compare the performance between 6 stateless classification models

with the same input features: LPCC. The performance of different classifiers is shown

in Figure 4.23. Results show that SVM(RBF kernel) is the best, and the second best is

random forest. GMM performs the worst among all in this experiment, which basically

suggests that it is hard to find one or multiple perfect samples that best represent a

sound event.

4.4.2.3 More detailed results

In our application, knowing the classification results is not enough, we also need to score

how reliable the results are. The high score classification results are kept, while the low

score ones will be discarded. This is because there is a lot of noise and irrelevant events

in the environment, which are hard to be filtered beforehand. However, they are likely to

get low scores in the classification model, since these sounds carry very different features.

On the other hand, it is acceptable if some events are discarded by mistake as knowing

part of the events is enough for detecting human behaviours. Classification algorithms

such as Naive-Bayes give both classification result and the probability, i.e. a degree of

certainty about the result, which just corresponds to our needed score. However, SVM

algorithm does not provide the prediction probability directly, it only gives the support
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deci�i�� �tee

Figure 4.23: Performance of different classifiers using the same feature

Figure 4.24: Confidence of prediction with SVM model

vectors, in which a larger margin means more confidence. Hence, we need to calibrate

the support vectors into prediction probability, i.e. the score.

We use the algorithm fromWu [102] to calibrate the SVM support vectors into prediction
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probability. This algorithm is the multi-class version of Platt Scaling: applying logistic

regression on the SVM’s scores, fit by an additional cross-validation on disjoint training

data. However, normally this method needs a large dataset (1000 samples for each

class) to work well, otherwise, the probability estimated may be inconsistent with the

classification result. Figure 4.24 shows the real accuracy versus the calibrated probability

of our classification results, where the green bars show the sample distribution. The real

accuracy and prediction probability are roughly in positive proportion, which means the

higher the score the more accurate the results. The violation of monotonic increasing of

prediction accuracy could be from multiple reasons: our dataset is not big enough and

the calibration method is not perfect. This result shows that nearly half the results are

given 90% probability, whose real accuracy is at the same level.

4.4.3 Evaluation of deep learning based method

In this section, we will present the experimental results of the deep learning based

method from different aspects. Deep learning models are very sophisticated models

with quite extensive types of frameworks and layers. In contrast to classic models, deep

learning models normally prefer raw and high dimensional features to engineered and

short features. It is therefore the model framework and hyperparameters rather than the

features that affect the performance most. As a result, our experiments only compare

the Mel-bands spectrogram and its log form features. Regarding the model itself, we

mainly measure the model complexity through its weights as it is the decisive factor of

both the memory cost and the reasoning time.

4.4.3.1 Model Hyperparameters experiments

With the basic model framework settled, we also conducted comparative experiments

with different hyperparameters to find the balance in three criteria: model-size, per-

formance and robustness. Model-size refers to the number of weights, which directly

affects the memory consumption of the application. Both CNN 0 and CNN 1 layer filter-

numbers are good parameters to experiment with and contribute most to the model size.

However as the CNN 1 layer size is the most decisive factor of the performance and is

also more complex, we mainly present the results on the CNN 1 layer for gaining better

insight.

For each experimental result, we use the average prediction accuracy of all event classes

as the metric of performance. The same metric is also used for robustness evaluation us-

ing noisy inputs, since noises are inevitable in real environments and can affect accuracy

to a great extent. In the robustness test, we added two different types of noises to the
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original data to simulate the impact from different environments: Gaussian noise and

occlusion noise. The Gaussian noise sound is quite pervasive which can be created by

any surrounding objects while none of which is dominant. We use the -3db SNR Gaus-

sian noise of all frequency bands for the first noise source. The occlusion noise refers

to the impulse like noise, which is almost instantaneous, normally caused by unwanted

activities such as mouse clicks, window vibrates or electromagnetic interference during

microphone recording. To create the occlusion noise, we randomly wipe out a 200ms

segment of the original sound and replace it with some random noise.

An example of the two types of noisy sound together with the clean sound is shown in

Figure 4.25.

Figure 4.25: A sample of the walking sound with no-noise (left), Gaussian noise
(middle) and occlusion noise (right)

For comparison, we also tested with the CNN-based model proposed in [41] as the

baseline, which has two more hidden layers than ours, here referred to as CNN-L4. The

overall result of the comparative experiments is shown in Table 4.2, all of which use

the log-Mel bands as input features for uniformity. From the results, we could see

that the prediction accuracy using clean sound is quite similar with 15 ∼ 40 CNN 1

filters and only drops dramatically when the filter number shrinks to 10. For the noisy

inputs test, our model can resist the occlusion-noise very well but is error-prone to the

-3db Gaussian noise. The occlusion-noise test also shows that although using 15 and 20

CNN 1 filters can both get high accuracy with the clean sound, there is a big gap in the

robustness.

As compared to the baseline model, our model is much smaller in size and still reaches

comparable performance. Whatsmore, our model seems to be better noise-resistant with

proper hyperparameters.
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4.4.3.2 Model robustness evaluation

As the results in Table 4.2 shows, none of the models using Log-Mel bands is Gaussian-

noise resistant, which could cause a problem in real-life applications. One of the solutions

to address the problem is randomly adding Gaussian-noise in the training data, as

proposed in [103]. However, this tricky solution is not perfect which only shifts to the

noisy dataset and is vulnerable in classifying clean sound.

In contrast, we conducted comparative experiments with Log-Mel and Mel-bands fea-

tures and found out using the Mel-bands could actually avoid the noise issue. Although

the Log-Mel bands feature is suggested by many papers [41] since it smooths the feature

space and reveals more details, it also makes the model easily overfitting to the less im-

portant information. As described in the methodology, our model framework also used

the shared-weights strategy to prevent overfitting as well as to increase the robustness,

we also justify it with the test on the non-shared weights model. In this test, we used

20 CNN 1 filters in all experiments for uniformity.

The results are shown in Table 4.3, which basically shows the shared-weights model with

Mel bands feature performs the best on average. Our experiments show that using the

Mel-bands feature only slightly decreases the performance with clean or occlusion-noise

sounds, but can greatly improve the performance in the Gaussian-noise environment.

For the environment that a lot of Gaussian noise exists, it is a good choice to use the

model with the raw Mel-bands feature.

4.4.4 Comparison of the two methods

In this section, we compare the results of both classic models and deep learning models

with the same dataset. Figure 4.26 and figure 4.27 show the confusion matrix of each

method’s best model, in terms of performance, to demonstrate the detailed results for

each event class.

Figure 4.26 shows the confusion matrix of SVM-RBF model and grouped features, where

the ’footsteps’ and ’bell’ are the best two classes in terms of accuracy. The ’speech’ class

performs the worst, which is acceptable because of the voice bands truncation. However,

some ’cart’ and ’clap’ sound events are also likely to be misclassified as ’bell’ although

humans can clearly distinguish them. One of the downsides of using statistic features

is that they can only portrait the briefs but not the details. For example, a transient

signal with one single spike and another signal with several periodical waves can have

similar mean and variances.
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Figure 4.26: Confusion matrix of SVM model with the best feature group

Figure 4.27: Confusion matrix of CNN 1 model with 20 filters

Figure 4.27 shows the confusion matrix of the CNN-L2 model with 20 CNN 1 filters. The

overall prediction accuracy of this model is 94.0%, where the door sound is best classified

and the footsteps sound is the most error-prone apart from speech sound. The overall
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accuracy is significantly better than classic models and all classes apart from speech

sound perform evenly good. The relatively poorer results on footsteps sound do meet

our expectation, as our model framework basically scores each 500ms sound segment

independently and uses the average score of all segments for the final classification.

To tackle this specific problem, a possible solution is inserting one more full-connected

layer between the output and CNN 1 layer, which basically adds non-linearity in the

last classification step, which of course also needs much more weights and makes little

help to other event classes.

Figure 4.28: The overall score of the two methods

We next add costs into the evaluation metrics to provide insights from more perspectives.

These cost-metrics consists of model training time, model size and reasoning time. Some

new cost metrics are added in because it only makes sense to compare them between

methods and not between models within one method. For example, the training takes

very little time (several seconds) for all classic models and much longer (from hours to

days) for deep learning models. We choose the top-2 best models from each method

and plot their overall scores in Figure 4.28. All the values of the 5 metrics are properly

stretched to between 0 and 1, with the center point being 0 and edge points being 1.

Apart from training time, all the other 4 metrics are linearly stretched with the lower

and upper bound labelled at the vertices. Take accuracy as an example, value 0 (the

central point) refers to 80% while 0.5 refers to 90% accuracy, which makes the curves

sparser and clearer. Training time however differs in order of magnitude so that we plot

in a logarithmic form. SVM models only need a few minutes to train and deep learning

models take more than 3 hours. The memory cost is calculated merely by the memory

used to save the trained model, through the tool ’pickle’ in python. One should also
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consider the code or library that load and execute the model, in terms of designing a

memory limited application.

4.5 Conclusion

In order to recognize indoor human activities using acoustic sensors, performance is

not the only concern, efficiency and privacy are equally important considerations. To

provide insights into building a resource-constrained application, we looked into classic

models and deep learning based models separately. Our results show that with voice

bands stripped off for the privacy concern, the system could still detect human activities

with quite a high accuracy (86% for SVM, 94% for deep learning).

For the classic models based method, we first looked into the features selection. A

comparative test for all single features show that LPCC performs best for non-voice,

and MFCC performs best for full signal bands. These results match our expectation

that MFCC is designed for speech recognition and voice bands details. We next tested

combinations of features with the greedy searching experiment to further improve the

accuracy. In this experiment, LPCC together with one frequency domain feature(flux)

and two time-domain features(STE, entropy) perform best, since they portrait different

aspects of signal: LPCC and ’flux’ each portrait the static and dynamic characters of

frequency domain, while STE and entropy do the similar job in time-domain. Another

feature test is about the frame overlapping, the trade-off is between complexity and

performance. In our experiment, half the frame length overlapping (0.02s frame length,

0.01s overlapping) is the best.

The tests on classification models show that SVM performs the best, and the prediction

probability can be calibrated through Platt Scaling algorithm to filter out unreliable

results. If we only keep half of the best predictions, the accuracy increases to more than

90%. However, the real accuracy is not monotonically increasing when the prediction

probability increases. It may happen because our dataset is not sufficiently large or

enough general for the Platt Scaling algorithm to work well. The most misclassified

classes were ’door’ and ’footsteps’, this happens when people walk very slowly, our

segmentation algorithm sometimes falsely split a series of footsteps into smaller events

other than considering them as a whole. While in real applications, we could differentiate

the two classes with the help of other methods, for example with sound localization

algorithm since the door could not move.

For deep learning based method, we have proposed a small CNN-based model for envi-

ronmental sound classification. Many different models proposed for environmental sound
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classification show that the complex neural network models perform the best in general.

However, more complexity also means more memory consumption and computation

power, which can greatly limit the potentials of the neural network models in applica-

tions. Whatsmore, when the models become too large, they are difficult to interpret

and are lack of debugging methods when errors happen. To tackle the aforementioned

problems, we designed a very small CNN-based model with comparable classification ac-

curacy to the large models. Compared to the similar model which normally has millions

of weights, our model has only less than 10K weights. The model size is mainly cut by

two tricks: 1. Remove the full-connected hidden layers after the CNN layers. 2. Use

the shared-weights strategy in the output layer over the time axis. In order to justify

and interpret our model, we not only explain the intuition behind each network layer,

but also visualized the learned features of the CNN layers. We use the activation max-

imization technique to visualize the high-level features in CNN 1, which otherwise can

hardly be interpreted in a straight forward way. With these interpretations especially

the visualization on the CNN 1 features, our model parameters can be easily tuned and

debugged.

The test on features shows that using Mel bands feature is only slightly less accurate

than using Log-Mel bands, but is much more robust when the environment becomes

noisy. Tests on the model show that the shared-weights framework performs just as

we expected, which both cuts down the weights and increases the performance since it

reduces overfitting. The confusion matrix also shows that footsteps sound is the most

misclassified although the walking sound seems very easy to differentiate for humans.

This downside is reasonable, as our model framework basically scores each short sound

frame independently and uses the average score for the event classification, so that the

information of the repeating pattern across frames is lost. To tackle this specific problem,

either adding a hidden layer or increasing the time domain feature length could help,

however with the price of more complexity.

Finally, we have given an overall score of the two methods using the best models from

each. Results show that deep learning based model is significantly better than SVM-

based model in performance. Surprisingly, our concise deep learning model also needs

a smaller cost and less reasoning time than SVM based model. The only disadvantage

of the concise deep learning model is the training time, which is undoubtedly larger.

When the deep-learning model is very small, its execution time is much less than the

feature extraction time, hence the one with simpler features is the winner in reasoning

time. Regarding memory cost, when choosing a method suitable for its application,

one also needs to consider the size of the library for running the model, because our

study only calculated the model size. In conclusion, this research has shown the great

potentials of using concise deep learning models in the resource-limited applications. To
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further clarify the memory cost, we only compared the memory occupation of the trained

model, where the size of SVM and deep learning library should also be considered in

real applications. Even though our model is not perfect, we think this accuracy already

makes it competent for a real indoor events recognition system. Also, our model is proved

to be general since the dataset is from different contexts and different sound sources of

high diversity. In real applications, the accuracy could be higher, since the microphone

embedded devices are normally fixed installed, where the sound source should be more

homogeneous and easier to classify.
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Chapter 5

Sound-based activity recognition

in crowded environments

In this chapter, we will further discuss sound-based human activities recognition, but in

crowded environments. A crowded environment may refer to a restaurant, a supermarket

or a party where many people make sounds simultaneously, thus a lot of sound signals

overlap. It is widely agreed that overlapping sound events are much harder than a single

sound event to recognize, for both computers and human hearings. To some extent,

this problem can be solved by upgrading the single event model, for example, using a

hierarchical model which identifies one event at a time. These models, of course, are

inefficient and inaccurate, especially when there is a lot of events overlapping.

In our work, we will present two innovative solutions to tackle this problem from different

aspects. In the first solution, we separate and classify the sound events with multiple

microphones in a moderately crowded environment. When the environment becomes

more crowded where individual sound events are barely separable, a second solution is

proposed to predict the proportion of each sound event. The main content of this chapter

is published in PETRA 2020 [104] and PERCOM 2020 [105].

5.1 Overlapping sound events classification with audio-sensor-

network

Automatic localization and classification of environmental sound events can provide

great aid to many human-centric IoT applications. However as many papers have men-

tioned, sound events in real life are complicated and very hard to classify especially when

multiple sounds happen simultaneously. As a result, it has stimulated the interest of

many researchers to classify overlapping events.

81
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Figure 5.1: Modifying the output layer to support overlapping sound events

As is introduce in Section 2.1.2, there are mainly three types of solutions proposed for this

problem. The first method extends the frame-based single-event models for overlapping

events through extensive data training, which does not require the separation of signals.

For example, with our deep-learning model proposed in the previous chapter, one can

adjust it to overlapping sound by changing the output layer from softmax to sigmoid.

A sigmoid output layer can output multiple ’positive’ values, i.e. set multiple classes

to true. This process is demonstrated in Figure 5.1. The second solution decomposes

the signal by reducing a matrix into its constituent parts, which is mainly based on

non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). The third method also decomposes the signal

first but uses multiple microphones, usually microphone arrays, which is mainly based

on the direction of arrival algorithms (DoA). In brief, single-channel models exhibit the

inherent weakness in decomposing signals so that they could only be used in very limited

scenarios for simple events. Additionally, despite the many advantages of leveraging

multiple microphones, most algorithms are proposed for expensive microphone-arrays

on robots with sufficient resources.

Unlike the aforementioned works, we propose in this section a lightweight and scalable

solution for both localization and classification of overlapping indoor sound events with

an audio-sensor-network. From the overlapping sound signals received from multiple

microphones, we first decompose and locate each small keypoint in the spectrograms.

These located and clustered spectrogram-keypoints are subsequently used for ’restoring’

and classifying the original sound sources. To locate the position of each small keypoint,

we built a global cost function to synchronize the time-difference-of-arrivals (TDOA) of

each keypoint. With these clustered keypoints, 2 different classification models are used

to classify the sound sources. Our experiments show that our solution is both accurate

and low-cost in terms of computing cost.
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In this chapter, Section 5.1.1 explains the TDOA algorithm which is the basis of the

sound localization algorithm. Section 5.1.2 and Section 5.1.3 each describes our method-

ology of the localization and classification model for overlapping sound. Concrete details

is given of using keypoints for sound event localization as it is the key contribution of

our work. Section 5.1.4 describes the experimental and evaluation phase of this work

with comparison to baseline models.

5.1.1 The basis of Sound localization: TDOA

Our sound event localization method is based on Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA),

which is a commonly used method in the area of localization and has many variations.

The basic idea of TDOA is to locate the acoustic source from the time differences

among all acoustic sensors(e.g. microphones) using trilateration [106]. This section

briefly explains the principles and implementation of TDOA algorithm.

In a 2-D space topology, the basic TDOA algorithm can be explained as below:

(I) Notation

Let (x, y) be the unknown coordinate of the sound source being located. Let the known

acoustic sensors coordinates be: [(xm, ym)]Mm=1, where M be the sensors number. Let τm

be the estimated relative time arrival to different sensors, where τ1 is 0 for simplicity.

Let rm be the distance of the sound source to sensor m, and v be the sound travelling

speed, so is the equation of the sound arrival time and the distance:

rm − r1 = vτm − vτ1 = vτm (5.1)

for m = 2,3...M.

(II) Calculation

With some basic mathematical transformation on Equation (5.1), we can get:

vτm + 2r1 +
r21 − r2m
vτm

= 0 (5.2)

We then subtract vτ2 + 2r1 +
r21−r22
vτ2

from the left side for m = 3,4,...,M, to get:

vτm − vτ2 +
r21 − r2m
vτm

− r22 − r2m
vτm

= 0 (5.3)

Substitute all the r with x, y coordinates, we could finally get:
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⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A3 B3

A4 B4

... ...

AM BM

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦×

[
x

y

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

C3

C4

...

CM

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5.4)

Where:

Am =
1

vτm
(−2x1 + 2xm)− 1

vτ2
(2x2 − 2x1) (5.5)

Bm =
1

vτm
(−2y1 + 2ym)− 1

vτ2
(2y2 − 2y1) (5.6)

and

Cm = vτm − vτ2 +
1

vτm
((x21 + y21 − x2m − y2m)

− 1

vτ2
(x21 + y21 − x22 − y22) (5.7)

In order to get x, y coordinates of the sound source, we should first calculate the A,B,C

vectors for all sensors, and then solve the linear algebra Equation (5.4). Notice that it

yields a solution only when M >= 4, i.e. at least four sensors are needed. Although this

written method is for 2-D space, one can easily scale to 3-D space, only the minimum

M becomes 5.

Since τm is the only unknown variable in A,B,C, this localization problem equals the

problem of finding τm, i.e. synchronize the start of signals in each sensor. Figure 5.2

shows the door slam sound received by 4 different acoustic sensors in the time domain.

One typical method to synchronize these signals is time-smoothing together with cross-

correlation [62]. Every two signals are synchronized when their cross-correlation value

reaches the maximum. The red dashed lines in Figure 5.2 shows the calculated start

point of each event with this method.

Cross-correlation finds the time lagging τm, of which two signals are most similar to each

other. This τm is a single value that reflects the overall similarity of the entire signals,

but not the details. To locate the overlapping sounds made by multiple sound sources

from different locations(e.g. someone happens to be talking while the door slams), each

source s should have a different τ sm instead of a shared τm. Obviously, this can not be

achieved through the simple cross-correlation which only outputs a single value. As a

result, a traditional cross-correlation based TDOA method can not locate overlapping

sounds, nor can it decompose the overlapping sounds. An example is shown in Figure

5.3, when the short door slam sound is hidden in the longer sound event of talking.
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Figure 5.2: Cross-correlation gives the time lagging of signals, which can be used for
sound localization

Figure 5.3: For overlapping sounds, cross-correlation can not synchronize the sub-
components

5.1.2 Keypoint based sound sources decomposition

As described in Section 5.1.1, locating a sound source can be done through synchroniz-

ing the time difference τ of multiple sensors. A simple time-domain cross-correlation

algorithm can only synchronize τ from single source sounds but not overlapping sounds.

However, mixed signals can be distinguishable by applying STFT as illustrated in Figure

5.4, which shows two overlapping events received by 4 microphones. One can easily find

the start of a door slamming event in each graph, a long (wide frequency) yet narrow

(short time) column. The other signal concentrated in lower frequencies apparently cor-

responds to the voice bands. While splitting the two events seems easy in this particular
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Figure 5.4: Spectrograms of sound received by different sensors

case, it is generally hard when these events in spectrograms overlap and are randomly

shaped.

We aim to tackle this problem by looking into every small yet significant region in the

spectrogram, from which the time-difference-of-arrival (i.e. τ) is easier to be synchro-

nized. There are three steps in our sound source localization algorithm:

5.1.2.1 Keypoint detection

The idea behind here is to find important transients in both spectral and temporal

domains, and cluster them to locate the sound events. Our intuition behind keypoints

are:

I. The small and power condensed keypoints are easier to synchronize than the entire

signal. Since keypoints are power peaks, they are noise-resistant and very likely to be

preserved in all nearby sensors. Although some highly overlapping keypoints are difficult

to be synchronized, the synchronization can rely on neighbouring keypoints by applying

a global model.

II. Keypoints can be used for sound classification as many works have already pro-

posed [107, 108]. Keypoints distribution indicates the major frequency bands of an

event. The keypoints variation over time and frequency also describes the local Q-factor

information of a small STFT region.

Mathematically, a keypoint is expressed as: Ki = [si, fi, ti] where s = 1, 2, ..M and M

is the sensors number, f and t are the frequency and time. This three-element tuple
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means one keypoint is detected at sensor s, time t and frequency f . We define G as

the spectrograms of all sensors and Ki as the coordinate so that G(Ki) represents the

amplitude of a keypoint.

Keypoints are detected at locations that are local maximum across both frequency and

time, which can be expressed as:

G(Ki) = G(si, fi, ti) = max(G(s, f, t), thr),

∀s, fi − h < f < fi + h, ti − w < t < ti + w
(5.8)

thrthrthr is a constant for filtering background and microphone noise, so that no keypoints

would be detected in background sound. hhh and www define the local area, height and the

width of a spectrogram. To clarify, in a STFT spectrogram of a 20 kbps sound with a

window size 1024 of 3/4 overlap, h = 10 and w = 6 represent a region of 400 HZ and

15 ms. This region must be large enough to capture important shape information and

small enough to have sufficient selected keypoints.

5.1.2.2 Keypoint synchronization and localization

We synchronize all keypoints through a two-step model. For each step, there is a different

metric or cost function that reflects how good τ is. These two steps and corresponding

cost-functions are described below:

Cross-correlation cost is a local cost that resembles the single sound event synchro-

nization process. A keypoint should propagate to a nearby sensor at the same frequency

with time-delay τ , at which point the signal cross-correlation should be the maximum.

Mathematically, we define the square-shaped region centered at keypoint Ki as R(Ki):

R(Ki) = {[si, f, t]},
f ∈ [fi − h, fi + h], t ∈ [ti − w, ti + w]

(5.9)

and we define its spectrogram as:

GR(Ki) = {G(p)}, ∀p ∈ R(Ki) (5.10)

Similar to single event TDOA, we search for the τ in each sensor that correlates GR(Ki)

with GR([s, fi, ti + τ ]) most. This results in the solution of τ using only local cross-

correlation cost:

τs,i = argmin
t

(ρ(GR(Ki), GR([s, fi, ti + t]))),

∀s �= si, t ∈ {0, 1, ...Tmax}
(5.11)
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Figure 5.5: Joint probability of the cross-correlation cost and its corresponding τ
correct rate

, where τs,i is the sound arrival time at sensor s for keypoint Ki, Tmax is the maximum

of possible time arrival difference, ρ is the Pearson correlation function [109] normalized

to (0, 1) so that smaller cost means more likelihood.

Synchronizing each keypoint independently based on Equation (5.11) can not be perfect

because of noise, multi-path and highly-overlapped frequency bands. Through experi-

mental data we can estimate the accuracy of using this method through the joint prob-

ability of: P (τ true, costρ) and P (τ false, costρ). costρ is the cross-correlation value at

any t-delay while τ true and τ false means if t is the correct τ or not.

Figure 5.5 basically shows that if τ was to be 90% correct, the corresponding costρ value

from Equation (5.11) should be smaller than 0.1. We next split all τs into 2 halves: the

τ with costρ value smaller than the threshold C were fixed, the other τ still needed to

be updated by the next step. C works as a split point and is an empirical value. More

τ will be fixed by cross-correlation cost when C increases, while the error rate of τ also

increases. In our experiments, the C was set to 0.1 so that the error rate of this step is

estimated to be 10%.

Neighbour-likelihood cost is a global cost that additionally measures the similarity

of τ between a keypoint and its neighbouring keypoints. The idea is that a sound

event is normally a connected shape in the spectrogram which consists of many closely

distributed keypoints with exactly the same τ .

Let KNn be the nth (i.e. n=1∼4) nearest neighbour of keypoint K, of which a neighbour

is an already synchronized keypoint. Here the distance between two keypoints is the

Euclidean distance of [f, t] in the spectrogram. Let the τ of neighbour KNn be τn and
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we calculate the τ of K as:

τ =
1∑
n S

n

∑
n

τnSn (5.12)

Where Sn is our prediction of whether KNn and K share the same τ :

Sn =

⎧⎨
⎩1, if KNn and K share the same τ

0, otherwise
(5.13)

As τn is the already known value calculated in the previous step, the task boils down to

predict the value of Sn. Next we assign the τn of KNn to K and calculate the costρ,

which is denoted as costnρ and its value stands for the local cost when Sn = 1. Let

costdist be the distance between KNn and K, it is natural to expect that the smaller

costndist and costnρ , the more likely KNn and K share the same τ and thus are from the

same sound source. In another word, the binary Sn output is decided by the 2-dimension

cost [costndist, cost
n
ρ ], which can be well solved by a classification model. We next train a

linear regression model to solve this problem with our data.

One example of the keypoint synchronization result is shown in Figure 5.6. The different

color of makers denotes the different sensors from which keypoints are detected. Round

dots stand for the originally detected keypoints as spikes in spectrograms. ’+’ markers

stand for the τ synchronized through the local cross-correlation cost and ’X’ markers

are the rest τ which are synchronized through the global cost.

Figure 5.6: An example of τ synchronization using cross-correlation cost and
neighbour-likelihood
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5.1.2.3 Keypoints Clustering

After τ of all keypoints are synchronized, we then cluster the keypoints according to

their physical locations to determine the original events, under the assumption that

each event happens at a different location. Here we use k-means [110] to cluster the

keypoints. In our case, the event number is the cluster number k whose center is the

event location. Because the event number k is unknown, the algorithm has to find the

best k.

Our keypoints clustering algorithm consists of 3 steps:

I. Find the best cluster-number k with silhouette [111] analysis from the k-means.

II. Filter out outlying keypoints and small clusters.

III. Re-calculating the cluster-centers as the final locations of events with the filtered

k and keypoints.

Silhouette analysis in Step I is a method of interpretation and validation of consistency

within clusters of data based on a so-called silhouette value. Silhouette value measures

how similar an object is to its own cluster (cohesion) compared to other clusters (separa-

tion). The similarity is measured based on the distances to cluster centers. The k with

the highest silhouette value is chosen as the optimal cluster number, indicating samples

are closer to their own center and are far away from other cluster centers.

Step II improves further keypoint location accuracy because the big errors are filtered.

In practice, the τ synchronization errors are normally bipolar distributed instead of

normally distributed. Most of them are correct and close to the event location. Some

keypoints that cannot be correctly synchronized, we consider them wrong, are sparsely

distributed elsewhere because of the significant error in τ synchronization which is in

small portion but inevitable. This is because when multiple sounds sources deeply

overlap in both time and frequency domain, τ is often hard to synchronize in every

microphone. In this case, the errors in all microphones are accumulated, resulting in a

big error in the final localization process. In the location graph we use the ’distance-to-

center’ criteria to filter them out. Let dci be the distance of point i to its corresponding

cluster center c, we use a threshold Dthr to prune the outliers:

Discard Ki, if : dci < Dthr, ∀i (5.14)

The thresholdDthr is a constant that denotes the maximum localization error to tolerate.

This error can come from noise, background sound or even the movement of the sound
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source. Another approach to improve the result is to remove the clusters which contain

very few members, as they are likely to be made up of falsely synchronized keypoints.

The cluster centers are re-calculated based on the remaining keypoints indicating the

final locations of the sound events. One example of the clustering result is shown in

Figure 5.7. It can be seen that there are two events in this overlapping sound which

are decomposed and located (the red dots) beside the real event locations (the blue

stars) and it is easy to filter out those outlying error-keypoints. Moreover, decomposing

the overlapping signal is the prime goal so that we can actually tolerate the ”not so

accurate” localization results.

Figure 5.7: An example of keypoints localization result

5.1.3 Keypoint based sound event classification

After the event localization, we cluster the keypoints at each event location and classify

them into pre-defined activity classes. As for the keypoints classification task, we just

adapted the 2 single sound event based methods proposed in the previous chapter, which

use framely features and SVM, CNN models. We call the adapted models KP-SVM and

KP-CNN, of which the concrete steps are described below:
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5.1.3.1 KP-SVM

Our frame-SVM model proposed in Section 4.2 first cuts an audio stream into short

duration frames and extracts several time and frequency domain features from each

frame. The statistics i.e. mean and variance is calculated from this feature array as the

final features. Similarly, here we extract features by replacing the short duration frames

with keypoints. A feature set, denoted as Fi, portraying the characteristics of the event

both in time and frequency domain, is extracted from each keypoint:

Fi = {fi, Rolloff i, STEi} (5.15)

, where fi is the center frequency of the keypoint and Rolloff i has two values in time and

frequency domain respectively. Spectral-rolloff, used in music information retrieval [35],

represents the point where N% power is concentrated below that frequency (normally N

equals 90%). We define time-rolloff as the time duration where N% power is concentrated

at the center. STEi (Short-time energy) is a feature used in the audio analysis that

describes the energy of signal [35].

The feature extraction schemes of the original frame-SVM and the adapted KP-SVM is

shown in Figure 5.8.

Raw signal Framing/Windowing Feature extraction Statistical Feature{ {

{ { {

ft.1

ft.2 ft.299

ft.3 ft.300

keypoints [...] = 
Keypoints_Localization (frames)

ft [i] = feature_of(frame [i]),
for all frames

ft [n] = feature_of (keypoints [n]),
for all points

FT = [mean (ft), COV (ft)]

C
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ss
ic

:
ap

pr
oa

ch
K-

SP
EC

N
ET

Signal 3second

Figure 5.8: Feature extraction flow of frame-SVM and KP-SVM

After Fi of each keypoint is extracted, the mean and variance of all Fi are calculated as

the event feature. This event feature is then fed to SVM classifier to predict the event

type.

5.1.3.2 KP-CNN

Our CNN-L2 model introduced in Section 4.3 uses the log Mel-bands feature and use

two stacked CNN layers. It requires very little pre-processing and resources compared

to other works using neural network models [39], [41], [47]. The scattered keypoints,

however, are not image-like features and do not fit in our CNN model automatically.

In order to make CNN work, we use a fairly simple method to build an ’incomplete
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spectrogram’ out of the aggregated keypoints. The method is to pin every keypoint

back to its original places (meaning: time and frequency) and leave the non-keypoints

part of the spectrogram padded with zeros.

5.1.4 Experimental results

This section presents the experimental results with a labeled audio dataset for the entire

localization and classification model. The dataset is split into 2 parts: training (70%)

and test (30%), five folds cross-validation is applied on the training set.

5.1.4.1 Dataset

We here use the same sound events as the ones used for single event classification: speech,

clapping, footsteps, cartwheels, door slam, bell. We first select 100 samples from each

class from the single-event dataset as the sound pool. As aforementioned, each of these

samples contains a clear sound clip of one single event, which is around 2 seconds long.

We then used the indoor sound simulation tool [112] to create overlapping sound events

from the samples of the sound pool. In total three data groups of different overlapping

levels are created, with the level meaning the number of single events inside one over-

lapping sound event. We use different overlapping levels to evaluate the performance

in a different noisy environment. As an example, a level-2 event which consists of one

’footstep’ and one ’speech’ sound is labelled as ’walk-talk.wav’, where a typical level-3

event can have the name ’walk-talk-door.wav’. For simplicity, only sound events from

different classes are mixed, i.e. an overlapping event can not have two portions of door

sound.

For each data group, we randomly pick from single events to create 1000 overlapping

events. During blending, the amplitude and starting time of every single event is changed

randomly. Apart from the file name that expresses the elements of an overlapping event,

the location of each sound event is also labelled.

5.1.4.2 Sound event decomposition and localization results

Two metrics were used for the evaluation of our method, i.e. all-correct and partially

correct. Partially correct means at least one of the events is located correctly. We tol-

erate a 0.5m error as there is no strict precision requirement in our application scenario

since the major objective is to decompose overlapping events through the localization

algorithm. Meanwhile, the baseline is only provided for signal decomposition (presented
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together with the classification results) and not for localization as it is hard to find

one for our scenario. Most related works such as [57] and [58] which propose to locate

multiple human speaking sounds are designed for microphone-arrays of robotic applica-

tions. Apart from the hardware difference, their algorithms are basically based on the

DOA(direction of arrivals) principle hence would not work in our case.

Table 5.1 shows the results for three different complexity levels. The level here refers

to the maximum number of sound sources in an overlapping sound event. Results show

that when only two events are overlapped(i.e. level-2), the accuracy jumps above 90%

and drops significantly in all experiments when three events are overlapped. We generate

the spectrogram by 20ms frame-length and 4ms hop-length. The threshold C is 0.13

where roughly half the keypoints are synchronized by local correlation-cost resulting in

about 90% correct ratio.

Different neighbours-number n in keypoint-synchronization is tested to find the best

value in different cases. Our experiments show that it is generally better to synchronize

τ with more neighbours in more complicated cases (noisy environment). Moreover n = 3

is the best in general to synchronize τ and with too many neighbours also increases the

algorithm complexity.

Figure 5.9: Sound event localization accuracy for different sound classes (*with 0.5m
fault-toleration)

We also looked into the differences in performance between each sound class, as shown in

Figure 5.9. These results are all from the attenuation-correlation model and show that

bell sound is the best located while human voice is the worst, this difference becomes

especially obvious in 3-events experiments.
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5.1.4.3 Sound event classification results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our KP-CNN and KP-SVM models with

the aggregated keypoints. Apart from these two keypoint-based models, we also tested

the same data on the CNN-based models introduced in Section 4.3. Upon changing

the last layer from softmax to sigmoid, deep learning classifiers can be easily adapted

to support multiple classes. We use both the adapted CNN-L2 and CNN-L4 models

introduced in Section 4.3 as the baseline. The major difference between CNN-L4 and

CNN-L2 is that CNN-L4 has two more full-connected layers and is with 1000 times

more weights. While both these multi-label CNN models decompose and classify the

overlapping sound in one complex model, the keypoint-based classification model is

lighter in complexity to achieve comparable performances. This is because our keypoint

based models use cross-correlation to decompose overlapping signals first so that the

classifiers only need to classify single-event sounds.

The second half of Table 5.1 shows the results of overlapping event classification for

all models. The metrics consist of Accuracy, F1 score and Complexity, as was used in

Chapter 4.4.2. The definition of complexity is the same as in Section , which consists

of the reasoning time and the memory cost. Reasoning time is the running time of

classifying an audio sample divided by the audio length, reflecting the reasoning time

of a unit length audio. Among the four models, CNN-L2 runs the fastest overall while

CNN-L4 is the slowest (0.27 vs 1.23). The reasoning time of keypoint based models also

differs for different inputs, since the keypoints number and processing time would rise

with increasing sound events. The memory cost is mainly reflected by the weights of

the CNN models which are given in the appendix of this table. One could notice that

the baseline model CNN-L4 needs 1000 times more memory than the other two, which

is obviously not suitable for IoT applications. In summary, keypoint-based classification

models are largely simplified as they only handle single sound inputs, while the syn-

chronization algorithm contains straightforward calculations at large thus costs merely

a small overhead.

Among models with similar complexity, both of our keypoint-based models outperform

the CNN2 model in classifying overlapped sound events, with KP-CNN being the best.

KP-CNN is slightly worse than CNN-L4 in classifying level-1 and level-2 events and is

better than KP-CNN in more complicated level-3 events (58.5% vs 47.1%). The major

advantage for keypoint-based models comes from the previous localization step which

already split overlapped signals into single events, thus, simplifying the problem. As

a result, our classification accuracy is quite close to the localization accuracy. While

CNN-L4 and CNN-L2 have similar performance over single sounds, CNN-L4 has shown

much better results than CNN-L2 in more complicated sounds. This is reasonable since
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it has almost 1000 times of weights from CNN-L2, making it more beneficial in higher

complexity problems. In conclusion, it shows that a concise CNN model is able to

differentiate single sound events, but would fall short with overlapping sounds when the

pattern in data becomes hard to find.

The confusion matrix of the best model KP-CNN is shown in Figure 5.10. It shows

that the performance of each class is equally good for single event classification and

significantly different for overlapping events. Bell event is the most accurate, as its major

frequency bands are much higher than the rest and can be easily identified. Speech sound

is most likely to be misclassified, as its frequency bands all concentrate in fairly low-

frequency bands and overlap with all other events. The good performance of clapping in

3-events group is likely from its non-stop duration across the whole event so that enough

keypoints are able to be correctly located. The confusion matrix of other models are

separately displayed in Figure 5.11 and 5.12.
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Figure 5.10: Confusion matrix of KP-CNN results from different groups (up)1-event
(middle)2-events (down)3-events
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Figure 5.11: Confusion matrix of KP-SVM results from different groups (up)1-event
(middle)2-events (down)3-events
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Figure 5.12: Confusion matrix of CNN2 results from different groups (up)1-event
(middle)2-events (down)3-events
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5.2 Crowd Activity Recognition

In the previous section, we have presented a method to decompose and classify over-

lapping sound events in a crowded environment. Like other proposed methods, our

classification model can tackle the overlapping events problem to a certain extent, but

would definitely fall short in a more crowded environment. However, it is unknown that

if the existing models are applicable in the crowded environment since the audio dataset

used by these researches have at most two or three sound events overlapping [47] [49] [51].

Moreover, a classification model only tells whether something is happening, but not how

many events are happening simultaneously. In a crowded environment, these results

barely improve our awareness of the environment since some events may happen all the

time. Take cocktail parties as an example, knowing how many people are talking tells

more about the atmosphere than knowing if someone is talking.

To fill in the gap, this section proposes to estimate the proportion of different activities

from overlapping sound events. The rationale consists of telling what activities happened

at a specific time, by building a regression model that outputs the ratio of each perceived

activity in a relatively long duration. The model is more feasible than precisely detecting

the activities of the individuals, still providing insights into what is most probably

happening in that particular place and time.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 5.2.1 explains the method-

ology used for our crowd activity recognition and the intuition behind our model. Sec-

tion 5.2.2 describes our dataset and the performance evaluation of our models and the

baseline.

5.2.1 Methodology

Our overall aim is to build a model to estimate the proportion of different activities or

sound events using the input audio stream. Apparently, what we need is a regression

model which outputs the percentage of each event class. With this model, we can infer

what are the main things happening around us and whether there are anomalies. Here

the proportion of one sound event is defined as the accumulated duration of that event

by the accumulated duration of all events. Figure 5.13 shows an example of how we

count the proportion of different sound events in the crowd. In t1 there is only one

person talking so that rtalking = 1 and rwalking = 0. In t3 two are talking and one is

walking so that rtalking = 0.66 and rwalking = 0.33.

As this is a complex multi-class regression problem, we continue to use neural network

models as our solution to this problem. We have designed two different neural network
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Figure 5.13: Scenario description: our model outputs the proportion of sound events

models, both of which are derived from the already introduced CNN model. The first

model uses a 4 hidden layer framework, similar to the CNN-L4 model in Section 5.1

since it has shown much better results than CNN-L2 in complicated overlapping sounds

classification. In general, a CNN layer is good at detecting the local characters of a

sound spectrogram, but falls short for the global or statistic characters [113]. More

specifically, a CNN-based model can learn and find repetitions of some short and sharp

sound fragments all concentrated at 4KHZ-5KHZ as the ’footsteps’, but can hardly

learn the knowledge of ’more low-frequency sound (300HZ-3KHZ) means more people

are speaking’.

In order to learn statistic characters better, we have designed the second model which

additionally takes the global FFT-bands input on top of the first model. The details of

these two models are described below.

5.2.1.1 The CNN regression model

This CNN-based model takes the frame-based Mel-spectrogram features as the input and

outputs the proportion of each sound event. We here use the original Mel-spectrogram

feature as the inputs, which is a two-dimensional feature with time and frequency axis.

The setting of this Mel-spectrogram feature is also commonly used in other works [41]:

the frame length is 100ms and half overlapped and the Mel-bands is 60, so that the

Mel-spectrogram feature of a 10 seconds audio stream would is of size 60× 200.

A CNN based model with 4 hidden layers is then used to learn and estimate the ratio

of each sound event from this image-like feature set. This model is depicted in Figure

5.14 of which the input features from the top are processed to get the regression results

by the neural network. This CNN-based model is much bigger in size than the neural
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Figure 5.14: The CNN-based model for event-proportion prediction

network model for single-event classification used in Chapter 4, as it needs to retain much

more information to represent the diverse features from overlapping sounds. In order

to find good hyperparameters, we start with the similar CNN layer settings from [41]

then gradually tune them through experiments. The details of each layer with one of

our best hyperparameters is shown as follows:

1. Convolutional neural network (CNN): Our model begins with two stacked CNN

layers. A CNN-layer consists of multiple 2-dimensional filters of the same size(i.e.

5× 5), which is also called the filter-size of a layer. During the forward pass, each

filter is convolved across the width and height of the input volume, computing the

dot product between the filter and the input to produce a 2-dimensional output

of that filter. As a result, the network learns filters that activate when it detects

some specific shapes (or features) at any position in the input. In the output of a

CNN-layer, each neuron only receives a subarea of the input (of the same size as

the filter-size), which is also called the receptive field of the neuron. Therefore, the

receptive area of a CNN-layer is much smaller than the entire input layer, which

greatly reduces the calculation density than a full-connected layer.
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We stacked two CNN-layers together so that the second layer can detect a larger

shape or feature from the spectrogram. The layer’s parameters mainly consist of:

filter-number, filter-size and the strides of the convolution. For the first CNN-layer,

a good setting is 80 filters and a filter-size of 58×6 with stride 1×1. The height of

the filter-size (58) should be only slightly smaller than the entire frequency-bands

(60) so that the learned feature is not much frequency-invariant. The second CNN-

layer could have 80 filters and the filter-size of 1 × 3 so as to detect a larger size

of the feature in time domain than the first CNN layer.

2. Maxpooling : In neural network, a CNN-layer very commonly accompanies a maxpooling-

layer. A maxpooling layer applies a max filter to (usually) non-overlapping sub-

areas of the input neurons. This layer can downscale the learned features from

the CNN-layer and help with the overfitting by suppressing the influence of the

smaller outputs.

In our model, the maxpooling-layer size in time-axis is exactly the same as that of

its previous CNN-layer so that no important features are lost.

3. Flatten: A flatten layer does not change the value but only reshapes the multi-

dimensional matrix into a vector. This makes the data able to feed into a fully

connected layer which is better suitable for the classification or regression task.

4. Rectified Linear Units (ReLU): We use two stacked full-connected layers with ReLU

activation functions for the regression of the flattened data. ReLU is a non-linear

function which is widely used as the activation function in neural network [97].

The basic ReLU function has the form of:

ReLU(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩x, if x > 0,

0, otherwise
(5.16)

Compared to the traditional sigmoid activation function, ReLU has several advan-

tages such as faster computation, more efficient gradient propagation and sparse

activation, etc. Many variants of the ReLU function have also been invented

recently such as the Leaky ReLU, Noisy ReLU, or Parametric ReLU to solve po-

tential problems [114, 115]. However as many papers have proposed, the actual

differences in performance brought by these variants are very small and they do

not grant better performance than the basic ReLU function [116]. For each of

these two layers, the neuron number is always selected from between its input size

and its output size.

5. Dropout : It is natural the neural network would likely overfit and learn the statis-

tical noise from the training data, while performs poor with the new coming data.
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Dropout is a simple yet efficient technique for reducing overfitting in neural net-

works. In the training process, neurons of the dropout layer would be randomly set

to zero at a given ratio (i.e. 30%) so that it looks like some neurons are dropped.

It has the effect of making the training process noisy and encourages neuron values

learned within a layer to be more sparse. We attached one dropout layer to each

ReLU layer and set the drop ratio from 30% to 50% in the experiments.

6. Softmax : Our output layer is the full-connected layer with the softmax activation

function. Softmax function can normalize the input into a probability distribution

like output where all values are positive and sum up to 1:

S(xi) =
exi∑
i e

xi
(5.17)

Softmax is often used for classification but is also suitable for calculating propor-

tions for its mathematical properties.

5.2.1.2 The Concatenate Regression Model

Our second model is a concatenate model of both frame-based STFT and the global

frequency features, aiming to solve the problem by looking into both the local and

holistic characters. As our problem is to calculate the proportion of each event and does

not need revealing the details in each short time segment, it is possible that the global

frequency bands may well correlate with the results. Based on the previous model, we

add the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) results on the entire audio stream as the input.

Only the magnitude of the FFT is used so that the data length is half of the audio

stream.

The architecture of our model is shown in Figure 5.15, which is based on both the frame-

based STFT and the global FFT features. In this model, each input feature is processed

by a separate sub-routine in the upper (or lower-feature) layers until concatenated by

the last hidden layer.

The architecture of the STFT sub-routine is exactly the same as the previous CNN-based

model before the concatenate layer. For the FFT sub-routine, we first connect the input

with the maxpooling layer to reduce the dimension of data for less overfitting. Next,

we use two ReLU layers to extract the high-level representations for the final regression

step. There are two layers specifically for the concatenation of the two sub-routines:

1. Normalization: Normalization is a family of methods that normalize the output

value of the previous layer, i.e. applies a transformation that maintains the mean
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Figure 5.15: The concatenate model for event-proportion prediction

close to 0 and the standard deviation close to 1. This technique is normally used to

improve the speed, performance, and stability of artificial neural networks. In the

implementation, we use the BatchNormalization layer proposed by [117]. Before

the concatenation of the two sub-routines, a BatchNormalization layer is attached

to each side. The normalization layers force the neurons of both sub-routines

subject to the same distribution thus are more balanced in their contribution to

the subsequent concatenation layer.

2. Concatenate: A concatenate layer can take inputs from multiple layers and merge

them into a new vector. For example, if each sub-routine has 50 neurons, the

concatenate layer would output 100 neurons to the following layer. In neural

network, this method makes the framework more flexible and comprehensive since

it allows to handle multiple types of input. In one of the recent works, Ahmed

et al. proposed a house price prediction model with both the photos and text-

description inputs [118]. Their model achieved much better and stabler results

than the models with either image or text input.
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The final softmax layer then receives the concatenated neurons and calculate the final

regression results for each event type.

5.2.2 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present the dataset and the experimental results of our two models

from different aspects. In each experiment, we split the dataset into 80% training-set

and 20% test-set and all results presented refer to the output of the test-set.

5.2.2.1 Dataset

As the crowd sound events are hard to collect and label, we here create the simulation

dataset for the evaluations, using the same single sound events as the sound pool, i.e

which include: speech, clapping, footsteps, cartwheels, door slam, bell. These sound

events are selected since all of them are very commonly heard indoor and are related to

different human activities.

With these single events, we next created the crowd sound samples by the simulation tool

pyroomacoustics. Pyroomacoustics is a simulation tool for indoor acoustic environments,

which can simulate the sound heard by people in a complex environment. Together we

generated three groups of audio samples with different crowded-density, noted as crowd-

4, crowd-6, crowd-8. The group name refers to the average overlapping rate, i.e. in

crowd-4, 40 seconds of different sound events are mixed into 10 seconds so that there

are 4 events overlapping in each moment in average.

We generated 20000 samples for each group and every sample is 10 seconds long. For

the mixing part, the number or total length of each single sound event subjects to the

same uniform distribution.

5.2.2.2 The hyperparameters

Before the experiments on different data, we need to choose a good set of hyperparam-

eters, most of which are the filter numbers and size of each neural network layers. We

tested different sets of hyperparameters and chose the best one for all our experiments,

which is shown in Table 5.2. Basically, the concatenate model need to have fewer pa-

rameters in each layer compared to the CNN-model and also needs less dropout ratio

since the global FFT features also contributes to the regression. Another important

configuration is that ReLU 2 and ReLU 4 should have roughly equal neurons so that

the concatenation is not too much biased to either sub-routine. For each experiment,
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Table 5.2: An example of the hyperparameters tested in experiments

CNN-model Concatenate-model

CNN 1 filter number 80 CNN 1 filter number 60
CNN 1 filter size 57 x 6 CNN 1 filter size 57 x 4
CNN 2 filter number 80 CNN 2 filter number 60
CNN 2 filter size 1 x 3 CNN 2 filter size 1 x 3
ReLU 1 neuron number 1000 ReLU 1 neuron number 200
ReLU 1 dropout 0.3 ReLU 1 dropout 0.3
ReLU 2 neuron number 500 ReLU 2 neuron number 100
ReLU 2 dropout 0.2 ReLU 2 dropout 0.1

ReLU 3 neuron number 1000
ReLU 3 dropout 0.3
ReLU 4 neuron number 100
ReLU 4 dropout 0.1

Table 5.3: Overall results of crowd-activity prediction with different data-groups

(data-groups) crowd-4 crowd-6 crowd-8

RMSE* R2* RMSE R2 RMSE R2

Concatenate-model 0.00094 0.7377 0.00143 0.6237 0.00204 0.4594
CNN-model 0.00112 0.7011 0.00175 0.4996 0.00263 0.303
Control-model* 0.0022 0.4191 0.00236 0.4095 0.00241 0.4029

*RMSE and R2 refer to the average value of all event class
*The control-model refers to the simple full-connected model with global-FFT feature inputs

Figure 5.16: Examples of the features learned from the first CNN-layer
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we set the maximum training epochs to 2000 with the learning rate of 0.001 and the

early-stop is set to 100 epochs.

For the first CNN-layer (layer CNN 1), there are 80 filters learned, which are of the

size 57× 6. Part of these learned CNN-features in one of our experiments are shown in

Figure 5.16, which are quite sparse in frequency bands.

5.2.2.3 The results

Table 5.3 shows the comparison results for each model in different data groups. For

comparison, we also built a very simple model using the global FFT features and full-

connected layers, i.e. the FFT sub-routine of the concatenate model. In the experiments,

this controlled method performs significantly worse than our proposed models.

We use the root mean square error (RMSE) and R2 score as the metrics for evaluating the

regression results. Both of which are commonly used indexes for evaluating regression

results. R2 or R-squared score is known as explained-variation versus total-variation

and is commonly used for measuring the differences between the real values and the

predictions. R2 score can be explained as:

R2(r, p) = 1−
∑

i (ri − pi)
2∑

i (ri − r)2
(5.18)

, where r and p refer to the real values and the predictions respectively. i is the index and

r is the mean value of all r. The best possible R2 score is 1.0 when all the predictions and

real values are equal and R2 can also be negative (because the model can be arbitrarily

worse). A constant model that always predicts with the mean value of r, disregarding

the input features, would get a R2 score of 0.

In all three groups, the concatenate model has shown remarkably better performance

than the CNN-model. Compared to MSE, R2 score can present the regression results in

a much more intuitive way as its output range is normalized so that is regardless of the

input value range.

In order to reveal the impact of input audio length, we also tested the three models on

shorter audio clips. In these experiments, we use the same audio content but cut each

of the 10-seconds clips into 5-seconds and 3-seconds segments and tested with the same

models and hyperparameters. Figure 5.17 shows that 10-seconds audio clips perform

slightly better and more stable than 5-seconds and 3-seconds clips, proved that longer

inputs can basically predict better. Furthermore, the performance of all three models

can drop very dramatically when the audio-clips become too short (i.e. 3 seconds).
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Figure 5.17: R2 score of crowd-4 with different input audio length

Figure 5.18: Per-event regression errors of crowd-4 with the concatenate-model

The per-event results of the concatenate-model is shown in Figure 5.18. In this figure,

the per-class prediction errors of the crowd-4 data is shown with the boxplot. In our

experimental results, the talking or the speech sound has the biggest error and the bell

and door sound events are most accurately predicted. The inaccurate prediction of

speech sound in the crowd is reasonable since human speech sound largely concentrates

in the 300HZ - 3KHZ and overlap with the spectrogram of all other sound events.

Furthermore, the noise in the environment also mainly concentrate on the low-frequency

bands which further make the speech sound hard to distinguish.
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5.3 Conclusion

Automatic audio signal processing is no more a new research topic in artificial intelligence

and signal processing. However, to apply the sound events recognition techniques in real-

life applications, one of the major challenges is the impact of high overlapping sounds. A

lot of objects can make sounds in daily life and make the environment noisy, especially in

a crowded environment. Therefore, it is inevitable for a sound-based activity recognition

model to consider the overlapping sound. To tackle the sound overlapping issue, we have

proposed two novel techniques where each aims at different scenarios.

In a less noisy environment where only two or three sound events occasionally overlap, we

propose a multi-microphone system that decomposes the overlapping sound events into

their sub-components. Compared to other popular models, this method is more scalable

since it separates the mixed signal based on the sound propagation model, while most

models depend on the extensive training of sound event mixtures.

In our experiments, this model has also shown significantly better performance and less

complexity than the baseline methods. With the two-event overlapping sound, more

than 80% of the events are correctly decomposed and located within 50 cm error. The

advantage is more obvious with the three-event overlapping sound, where the KP-CNN

model has a 12% higher accuracy than other models. Needless to say, this localization

precision cannot be compared with microphone-arrays techniques that can reach mil-

limetre level precision. One major reason is that the TDOA τ is calculated in discrete

frames and not in real-time, where the bigger the frame-size the less localization preci-

sion would be. However, we chose not to further improve the precision since our major

concern is the classification of overlapped sound events.

There are also limitations to using this multi-microphone based model in real-life ap-

plications. Firstly, it is best suitable for a two-event sound classification when enough

keypoints can be correctly synchronized. One can already see a significant drop in

performance in the three-event group. Additionally, this model could also suffer from

challenges of all TDOA-based localization techniques, such as multi-path, room echo

and system-time synchronization.

To explore sound recognition in a more crowded environment, we then propose the second

technique: a regression model for crowd activity recognition. This model basically im-

proves environmental awareness by understanding the statistics of sound events, rather

than accurately identifying individual sounds. It is especially useful in a very crowded

environment where even human hearings can not differentiate the sound sources. Instead

of separating sound signals and recognize each individual event, this model directly esti-

mates the proportion of each event. By common sense, the ’proportion’ of sound events
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should be better inferred by the statistic features rather than the transient features.

This hypothesis is also demonstrated by our experiments, as the concatenate neural

network model with both local STFT bands and global FFT bands works better than

the CNN-based model with STFT only. Our experiments also show that it is better to

predict this proportion with a long duration of sound, i.e. more than 5 seconds.

Although there are very few researches using sound for crowd activity recognition, we do

think it has many potentials in real applications. Obviously, seeing is believing, sound

is hardly as accurate as images in monitoring people’s behaviours, especially in a noisy

environment. On the negative side, sound has less and not as clean information than

images. On the positive side, using sound is cheap and less intrusive. A sound based

system can monitor the crowd activities without knowing any individual’s information.

With very little cost and privacy worries, businesses such as grocery stores and shopping

malls are free to collect crowd information to improve their business strategies and floor

plans.
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Chapter 6

Sound-based people counting

In the previous chapters, we showed several sound events classification methods, which

can distinguish speech sound from other environmental sound events. Compared to other

environmental sound events, speech sound has a pervasive nature and posses a large

amount of information. For privacy concerns, we are not going to investigate the content

of the speech. However, on the other hand, these speech sound can be used to count the

number of people using an appropriate model.

In this chapter, we will present a method to count people using the extracted human

speech. In a smart building, this method can be used to count the number of people

in a specific location, according to individual voices regardless of the speech content.

More specifically, this work addresses the scenarios with an equal distribution of speaking

persons and total occupants. The main content of this chapter is published in PERCOM

2020 [119].

6.1 Introduction to speech sound based people counting

The people counting technique is a popular and widely researched topic in substantial

human-centric IoT applications [7]. Knowing the number and mobility pattern of cus-

tomers can help retail businesses adjust their marketing plan [120]. In shopping malls,

renters can decide the rent charges based on the areas of concentration and number of

people [121]. In smart buildings, knowing the number of residents at specific time-frames

can help save utility cost from a smart HVAC(heating, ventilation and air conditioning)

controlling system [7]. People counting problems can be addressed using a single or

a multitude of sensors, e.g. from cheap PIR sensors, WiFi receivers, to cameras with

computer vision techniques [122].

113
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Figure 6.1: Scenario description for speaker counting

In this chapter, we propose a people counting system using text-independent human

speech. We count the number of people in a specific location, according to individual

voices regardless of the speech content. Speech sound has a pervasive nature and posses

a large amount of information. Whatsmore, microphone is relatively cheap among all

the sensors used for human counting. On the other hand, sound has disadvantages,

especially in quiet environments, like auditoriums where the number of speakers is less

than the total number of persons. To clarify, this work aims at the scenarios where

everyone speaks.

To achieve this we address two related challenges: First, we estimate how many people

are speaking at each time segment (e.g. 2sec). For this, we propose a classification

model that yields the number of speakers even when voices overlap, (with a detection

rate of maximum of 10 simultaneous speakers regardless of their identities). Second, all

the classified single-speaker segments from the previous step are clustered into identity

clusters. For this, an unsupervised single-speaker clustering model is proposed, based
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on the identity-correlated feature(i.e. characteristics of the voice) so that the num-

ber of clusters corresponds to the number of speakers. Preceded by the overlapping

speaker classification model, our approach should be more robust than previously pro-

posed cluster-based counting models [73][72], which neglect the uncertainties inherited

by crowded environments. Moreover, counting multi-speakers can provide additional in-

formation on the minimum number of speakers, which can further increase the counting

accuracy. Figure 6.1 shows an overview of how these two combined approaches provide

an estimate of people in that precise environment.

As stated in Chapter 2.2, it is the trend nowadays to use deep learning with raw signals

as inputs instead of hard code audio features to address human voice related prob-

lems [73][71][76]. To get the good input features for our classification and clustering,

we use the Transfer Learning paradigm which makes use of the training results from

supervised learning models. With transfer learning, the features are not calculated by a

rigid mathematical formula but are derived from the knowledge in a well-trained model

that aims at a similar problem. More specifically, our features are based on the bottle-

neck layer neurons of the SincNet model [76], which is a supervised model that classifies

speakers with their voices.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 gives an overview of the

Transfer Learning paradigm and explain what knowledge we transfer from SincNet into

our model. Section 6.3 describes the methodology used to tackle the problem of distin-

guishing individual sounds in different contexts, as well as sub-models in each subsection.

Section 6.4 describes the dataset used and the experimental results of the sub-models

respectively. We conclude this paper with our open discussions in Section 6.5.

6.2 Transfer learning and SincNetBN feature

Representative learning paradigm allows us to reuse the functions and vectors learned

by trained deep learning neural networks on other related problems, such as the case of

this very problem. This methodology is called Transfer learning [113]. From a higher

perspective Transfer learning can be described as the technique used to accelerate the

training of new neural networks, either for better weight initialization or as a feature

extraction method for another model. The latter characteristic is what we leverage in

our work.

Regarding transfer learning in our work, the weights of a successful model in the field

of supervised speaker identification could be a generalized feature that highly correlates

to the voices of speakers, especially when the voices pool for training is large enough.
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By projecting the voices into the learned weights, we would reasonably assume that

similar voices would result in similar outputs. This way the new trained model benefits

by decreasing the training time as well as having a smaller generalization error. The

concept of Transfer Learning is successfully proved by many computer vision works

when using the bottleneck-layer, normally fully connected as input features for new

tasks alike [123] [124].

6.2.1 SincNet Speaker Identification Model

For this purpose we identified SincNet speaker recognition model [76] and use the weights

extracted from output of the bottleneck-layer. Speaker recognition, or speaker identifi-

cation, is the identification of persons from characteristics of voices, through the training

of text-independent speeches [125]. It is usually a supervised learning problem since all

speakers should be heard before they can be identified. Although clustering speakers

without prior knowledge of the speakers is an unsupervised learning problem, we can

make use of the knowledge learned from speaker recognition, as they both need human

voice related features.

SincNet is trained on enormous and representative data and demonstrated a high ac-

curacy. It uses a novel CNN-based architecture that accepts raw audio input and en-

courages the learning of meaningful audio-specific filters [76]. SincNet is designed on

the idea of implementing multiple parametric sine filters with a deep neural network.

In contrast to a standard CNN, which learns all elements of each filter, SincNet only

learns low and high cutoff frequencies from the data. This offers a very compact and

efficient way to derive a customized filter bank specifically tuned for the desired applica-

tion. In experiments conducted on the speaker recognition task with very few training

data(< 15 seconds per person), SincNet outperformed other models in both accuracy

and efficiency [76]. The ability to accept raw data as input reduces the information loss

associated with most classic audio processing models that require extracting engineered

features from MFCC or STFT transformations. The detailed composition of the SincNet

model for speaker recognition is shown in Figure 6.2 [76].

Figure 6.2 describes the speaker recognition model with associated SincNet layers, fol-

lowed by conventional layers [76]. A SincNet layer is a modified CNN layer with pa-

rameter constraints on the learned filters. Compared to standard CNNs, where every

parameter of the filterbank is directly learned, the SincNet only learns the low and high

cutoff frequencies of band-pass filters.

In audio processing, a standard CNN layer performs as the impulse response filters (FIR)

on the time domain waveform. One CNN layer consists of many filters of the same size
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Figure 6.2: SincNet model of speaker classification

and for each filter in a CNN layer we have:

y[n] = x[n] ∗ h[n] =
L−1∑
l=0

x[l] · h[n− l] (1)

, where x, y, h are the input, output and filter respectively and L is the filter size. During

training, all parameters of the filter h need to be trained. Mathematically, the filters

learned by CNN often take noisy and incongruous multi-band shapes which is not an

issue for solving a general problem, but do not appear to be an efficient representation

of the audio signal.

A SincNet however is based on parametrized Sine functions and a trained SincNet layer

stands for a set of band-pass filters of which only the low and high cutoff frequencies are

to be learned. For a SincNet layer, the input x is convolved with a predefined function

g which has two learnable parameters:

y[n] = x[n] ∗ g[n, f1, f2]
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, where g has the form:

g[n, f1, f2] = 2f2sinc(2πf2n)− 2f1sinc(2πf1n)

and when transformed to frequency domain (using Fourier transform) g has the shape

of a rectangular band-pass filter:

G[f, f1, f2] = rect

(
f

2f2

)
− rect

(
f

2f1

)

, where sinc(x) = sin(x)/x and rect is the rectangular function. The only parameters

to be learned from a filter are f1 and f2, which are the low and high cut-off frequency

of the band-pass filter g.

As the ideal band-pass filter requires an infinite number of elements L and g is with lim-

ited length, a windowing function is also applied to smooth out the abrupt discontinuities

at the stop band. So eventually, g becomes:

gw[n, f1, f2] = g[n, f1, f2] · w[n]

, where w is the Hamming window function.

In the training process, the cut-off frequencies f1, f2 of each filter can be initialized

randomly in the range [0, fs/2], where fs represents the sampling frequency of the input

signal. These characters do not only save the training speed but also enables the model

to learn much bigger filters than standard CNN.

With this scheme of predefined filter g, this SincNet layer could automatically learn a

set of band-pass filters which are much more meaningful and interpretable than standard

CNN for audio processing problems.

6.2.2 SincNetBN feature extraction

SincNet splits long audio segments into 200ms frames and use majority voting over the

whole segment results after the soft-max layer to classify speakers. The weights of the

bottleneck layer (previous to the soft-max layer) can be deemed as a speaker-identity

associated feature.

Originally, its bottleneck-layer which is full connected has 2048 units, which means

the feature-length would be 2048 if we use the bottleneck-layer weights as our feature.

However, this feature would be too long and make the clustering algorithm un-robust.

To keep the feature-length as short as possible, we retrained the SincNet model with
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different bottleneck-layer units. Between 256/512/1024/2048, we chose 512 since it

keeps the high accuracy in classifying speakers while reducing the complexity. The

experimental results of choosing different nodes are shown in Section 6.4.

To use these weights as the feature for clustering an audio segment, we also need to

adapt the length difference. The weights or feature extracted from 200ms-frames can

not be directly used for our clustering model since we need one feature per-segment only

while a segment has multiple frames. Whatsmore, we can not simply concatenate these

short-frame features not only because it’s too long but because human speech segments

could be quite diverse in duration, so that the length of the concatenated feature would

not be unique thus is difficult for machine learning models to handle.

To both unify the length and compress the data, we propose the SincNetBN feature

which uses the statistic (i.e. mean and variance) of all frame features as the global

feature that represents each audio segment. Let fti be the bottleneck-layer weights of

frame i, the unified feature of the entire audio segment is:

ft = [Mean(fti), Cov(fti)]

With the 512-length weights extracted from each 200ms frame, any audio segment would

have the feature-length of 1024 regardless of the segment duration.

As the short-frame feature correlates with the speaker-identity, the statistic feature

SincNetBN not only unifies the feature-length of audio segments, but also inherits the

information about the number of speakers in an overlapping sound. Thus, it can be also

used in the multi-speaker classification task.

6.3 Methodology

This section describes the methodology and integration of the aforementioned Sinc-

NetBN into our model. We first give a brief overview of the speaker-counting model

and explain in detail all sub-components.

6.3.1 System overview

The flow-chart of the entire system is shown in Figure 6.3. Our system takes the audio

stream as the input, and outputs the speaker number over time. Altogether it consists

of 4 sub-functions as depicted:

1. segmentation,
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2. feature extraction,

3. multi-speaker sound classification,

4. people clustering and counting.

Continuous Audio Stream

Audio Segmentation

Feature extration

Silence stripping

Multi-speaker classification

Single-speaker clustering

= 1

= N (N>1)How many 
speakers?

Estimated Nr. of People = Min(Nr. of clusters, N)

512 SincNetBN
features 

Engineerd features
1. Zero Crossing
2. Spectral spread
3. Spectral entropy

Figure 6.3: The flow of our speaker counting system

Audio segmentation refers to recognizing and extracting the duration of speech sound

from background noise (or silence) in a continuous audio stream and cut it into small

segments. Usually, the audio stream is cut into fixed-length segments using shifting

windows and then filter out the unwanted ones [73] [72]. However, in a real-life envi-

ronment, this ’fixed-length’ segmentation scheme would miss a lot of ’useful’ sound clips

since people do not always speak at the beginning of a window and the length may be

shorter than the window length.

To address this problem, we use a ’flexible-length’ segmentation scheme which first

detects the onset and the end of a speech sound. This method is similar to the one

introduced in Section 4.1.2: (1) The audio stream is smoothed in time domain, and cut

into fixed short frames (20ms) while the power is calculated for each frame. (2) The
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frames with power higher than a threshold are labelled as ’active’. The threshold can be

a preset static value or dynamic adjusted. (3) Adjacent ’active’ frames are combined to

form a segment. (4) Segments shorter than a given duration is dropped, while segments

longer than a given threshold are split by needs.

Speech containing segments are then passed through SincNet to get the bottleneck

weights as features both for multi-speaker classification and single-speaker clustering.

The multi-speaker classification model labels each audio segment with the estimated

number of speakers, from 1 ∼ 10. The audio segments with only a single speaker are

then clustered based on the SincNetBN features where each cluster stands for a different

person. The final estimated number of people is the minimal number of speakers from the

multi-speaker classification model and the cluster number. The details of each function

are depicted in the following subsections.

6.3.2 Multiple-speaker sound classification

This model inputs the features extracted from Section 6.2 and outputs the number of

speakers. The novelty consists of using and combining SincNetBN features with other

engineered audio features to increase the performance. These additional audio features

are engineered from the frequency domain and listed as follows:

(i) Zero crossing rate (ZCR) is the rate at which the signal changes from positive

to negative or vice versa. This feature is one of the simplest and widely used in

speech recognition, which characterizes the dominant frequency of signal[91].

(ii) Spectral spread is the magnitude-weighted average of the differences between

the spectral components and the spectral centroid, together they describe how to

disperse and wide the frequency bands are [35].

(iii) Spectral entropy is calculated as the entropy of spectrum it reflects the flatness

but spectrum [92].

As described in Section 6.2, SincNetBN contains the information of the number of

speakers in an overlapping sound because of its statistic tributes. As a result, we used two

lightweight classification models in this task: SVM and a 2-hidden layer full-connected

neural network, both of these two classifiers are light-weighted compared to the RNN

model used in [69]. We use the RBF (radial basis function) kernel for the SVM model

as it is most commonly for non-linear problems. Our DNN model is shown in Figure

6.4, the output layer is a softmax layer that contains 10 nodes corresponding to 1 ∼ 10

persons.
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Figure 6.4: The multi-speaker classification model with 2-hidden-layers

6.3.3 Single-speaker sound clustering

As has been discussed previously, concurrent speaker-number in the multi-speaker sound

is far from a perfect approximation of the total occupants number. The sheer multi-

speaker counting has also oversimplified the problem that it keeps no memory of each

individual’s existence, models like this would make little help to most applications. A

better and more appropriate method is therefore to identify and remember ’who is

speaking’. With this speaker-identity ’remembered’ model, the number of speakers can

be approximated more accurately and viewed dynamically over time.

The single-speaker clustering model inputs the SincNetBN features and dynamically

cluster them over time. Only single-speaker sound is clustered since it is a very difficult

task to separate the multi-speaker signal into its sub-components which until now ex-

hibits no perfect solution. A good feature and the corresponding distance (likelihood)

function are the two most decisive factor that affects the clustering algorithm. With the

SincNetBN feature extracted from Section 6.2, we mainly compared 2 different likeli-

hood function: Euclidean distance and cosine likelihood.

In order to count people in real-time, we run the clustering algorithm whenever a new

sample comes. Therefore our ’grouping’ algorithm should be light-weighted to run on

the fly. The intuition of our algorithm of counting people is inspired from [73], which is

basically heuristic and straight-forward:

1. Let Gm be the set of samples(audio segments) that belong to speaker-group m,

where m = 1, 2...M where M being the group number. Let Cm be the center of

the group Gm. The initial speaker-group number M is 0.
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2. When a new sample s comes in, calculate the likelihood cost of s to all existing

sample-group centers Cm, where we denote as dm.

3. According to the value of dm and two constants (θ0, θ1) from experimental results,

there are three different cases:

(a) If min(dm) > θ0, ∀m, this sample is too far from every group, we should

create a new group for this sample.

(b) If min(dm) < θ1, ∀m, this sample then belongs to the group with the minimal

distance. We next put this sample to the corresponding group and update

Gm, Cm.

(c) If θ1 < min(dm) < θ0, we are not confident about which group this sample

belongs to, we should discard this sample.

With the calculated N from multi-speaker sound classification and the speaker-groups

M , we estimate the speaker number as Max(M,N). In real-time applications that

require information about the number of persons in a certain time frame, e.g. the people

in the last 5 minutes, this requirement can be simply fulfilled by aging the samples kept

in the speaker-clusters Gn.

6.4 Experimental results

This section presents the experimental results which justify our methodology for the

entire system and each sub-model. In order to evaluate the model precisely, we use not

only statistical methods but also heuristic ones. The overall performance is measured

through several public datasets and statistical results, while visualization tools are used

to visualize the clustering of voice features.

6.4.1 Dataset

Table 6.1: Dataset used for evaluation

SincNetBN
training

Multi-speaker
model

Single-speaker
model

Final
evaluation

Nr. Speakers 300 100 40 40

Nr. Minutes 200 1000 100 480

Source TIMIT TIMIT TIMIT Libricount

We mainly use two public speech dataset in our experiments: TIMIT [77] and Libri-

count [79]. The TIMIT dataset is mainly used for model training and Libricount is

mainly used for the final evaluation [79].
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The TIMIT corpus of reading speech has been designed to provide speech data for the

acquisition of acoustic-phonetic knowledge and for the development and evaluation of

automatic speech recognition systems. The dataset contains a total of 3696 sentences, 8

sentences spoken by each of 462 speakers of which the gender is nearly equal. We delib-

erately separate the 462 speakers into 2 parts, each is used for the training of SincNetBN

features and the multi-speaker sound classification model. The Libricount dataset was

released as a synthetic dataset for speaker count estimation. This dataset contains a

simulated cocktail party environment of 0 ∼ 10 speakers, mixed with 0dB SNR from

random utterances of different speakers from the LibriSpeech ’cleantest’ dataset [78].

The concrete data partition is shown in in Table 6.1. 100 speakers data are randomly

picked from TIMIT and shuffled for training the multi-speaker classification model.

Doing this we ensure that the model training and final evaluation use completely different

datasets and prevent data pollution.

6.4.2 SincNetBN feature

This section gives the comparative results of using different bottleneck-layer neurons

in a SincNet speaker recognition model. The original bottleneck layer in [76] has 2048

units and achieved very good performance. We gradually reduce the units and retrain

the model since less feature-length is better for the later clustering model. Figure 6.5

gives the speaker recognition accuracy with different bottleneck units (keeping other

layers exactly the same). For comparison, we also put in the results of MFCC feature

together with a GMM model as the benchmark, which is a classic speaker recognition

model [126]. As one can see, units of 512 are the best choice as it performs equally good

as of 1024 while units of 256 slide a big step in performance.

We also inspected the distribution of the bottleneck-layer weights. All weights of all

speakers (512 × 300) are basically uniformly distributed centered at 0 (min −0.08 and

max 0.08). As the output-layer predictor can be roughly seen as the linear combination

of bottleneck-layer weights, this means a small altering of the bottleneck-layer (feature)

would not change the speaker-identify (output). With this trained SincNet model we

define SincNetBN feature as the [mean, variance] of the bottleneck-layer weights on all

frames, which has the length of 1024.

6.4.3 Multi-speaker sound classification

In this section, we classify the number of speakers in the multi-speaker sound. In our

data, the signals of multi-speaker sound are all normalized otherwise the sheer amplitude
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Figure 6.5: Speaker-identification accuracy of SincNet with different nodes, also com-
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Figure 6.6: Multi-speaker sound classification results of different models
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could easily correlate to speaker number which however would not be helpful in real

applications. We experimented with two different classification models: SVM and a

normal DNN model with two full-connected hidden layers. We used the RNN model

used in [69] as the baseline model, which takes the STFT spectrogram as the input

feature and a RNN based classification model. In order to test the model flexibility, we

also prepared test audios with two different lengths: 5 seconds and 2 seconds. 5 seconds

is used by the baseline RNN model and 2 seconds is the minimum duration that can

identify a person well according to to [76].

At first, we only used SincNetBN feature as the input, afterwards three more simple

features were added to achieve better performance. For each model and feature com-

bination, we tested both the performance and the complexity. We used mean average

error as the performance metric as it is often used in object counting tasks. Complexity

equals the processing time over the audio duration, which is also important in real-time

counting applications.

The comparative results of 4 different models are shown in Figure 6.6. With the sheer

SincNet feature, DNN performs a little better than SVM model (0.083/0.062 smaller

in errors of 5s/2s groups), but both are noticeably worse than the baseline method

(¿0.5 error difference in 5s group). After adding two more features, DNN could perform

equally good as the baseline in 2 seconds audios (0.878 vs 0.905). Our model is mainly

better than RNN-based baseline model in the complexity (¿2 times faster), since RNN

is significantly slower than a normal DNN model. Another advantage of our model is

the flexibility with input audio length as it is trained with statistic features, unlike the

baseline which always inputs the same length audio (5s).

More detailed results of the best model (DNN model and 3 features) are shown in

Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. Figure 6.7 shows the mean average error(MAE) with different

number of people, with 2-seconds and 5-seconds audio data. Figure 6.8 further shows

the confusion matrix of the 5-seconds audio data. We could observe a sharp increase

in errors when people number exceeds 5 persons in both data groups. Overall, the

error increase as the number of people increases, but drops when this number reaches

8. The anomaly of being more accurate in a higher number of people is because of

the limitation of the testing method. As all the models are trained with a maximum

of 10 people, their output in the test phase would also be lower than 10, eliminating

all high-prediction errors. In real applications with an arbitrary number of people, this

model can only be less accurate when the number of people increases.
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Figure 6.7: Results of multi-speaker classification with 2 and 5 second sounds

Figure 6.8: Confusion matrix of multi-speaker classification with 5 seconds clips
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Figure 6.9: Feature-distances histogram with different features and cost-functions:
(up) SincNet+Cosine (middle) SincNet+Euclidean (bottom) MFCC+Cosine
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6.4.4 Single-Speaker clustering and people counting

In this section, we first conducted experiments to justify the ability of SincNetBN fea-

ture to differentiate speaker-identity from text independently utterances. As described

in Section 6.3.3, a good speaker clustering model depends on both the used feature and

the distance function between features from different segments. Speakers can be well

separated if the feature-distances from the same speaker are statistically much smaller

than those from the different speakers. With SincNetBN feature, we have chosen Eu-

clidean and Cosine likelihood as the distance function in the comparative experiments.

MFCC feature plus Cosine likelihood function is also used as the baseline [73]. The

distribution of all feature-distances are shown in Figure 6.9. From this figure we could

see that the MFCC is much less capable than SincNetBN feature in separating speakers

as the distance distribution of two groups are mostly overlapping. With SincNetBN

feature, the Cosine likelihood function works slightly better than Euclidean since it only

calculates the angle difference between two vectors. This statistics shows that 2 audios

must belong to the same speaker if their Cosine distance is less than 0.15 and must be

from different speakers if the distance is more than 0.4.

Addition to the probabilistic distribution as a statistic proof, we also plotted the fea-

tures to give a more intuitive view. We also use t-distributed stochastic neighbor(t-

SNE) to visually view the feature-distances. t-SNE is used to to map the samples from

high-dimension to 2-dimension for a clearer visualization. t-SNE is a machine learn-

ing based dimensionality reduction algorithm which is commonly used for embedding

high-dimensional data for visualization in a low-dimensional space[127]. Specifically, it

models each high-dimensional object by a low-dimension point in such a way that simi-

lar objects are modeled by nearby points and dissimilar objects are modeled by distant

points with high probability. Figure 6.10 shows this 2-dimensions t-SNE plot of our

clustering model,with different distance functions, compared with the baseline function.

From which we could see that 40 speakers can be separated quite well with SincNetBN

feature while is hard with MFCC feature.

Figure 6.11 shows the counting result by the t-SNE plot of an example. The upper figure

shows the ground truth, where 10 speeches are made by 4 speakers interactively which in

total adds up to 30 seconds. As one can see, each speech segment has a random duration

therefore contains different audio frames. In the lower figure, each valid audio frame is

represented by a small dot whose location is calculated from t-SNE. Next, these dots can

be clearly clustered into four groups, where each group is also given a different color. As

a result, we can predict that there are four people speaking in this speech-data sample,

just as the true case is. Figure 6.12 shows another example with a small counting error,

where one of the seven speakers is not counted. This error is largely caused by the short
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Figure 6.10: The t-SNE plot of different features and distance functions: Sinc-
NetBN+Cosine (up), SincNetBN+Euclidean (middle), MFCC+Cosine(bottom)
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duration of the speech clip, which lasts merely 0.5 second and is falsely classified as a

noise rather than a valid speech.

Figure 6.11: An example of people-counting result displayed through t-SNE plot

6.4.5 The final results

In the end, we put the two steps together and tested the MAE of the entire people

counting system with the libricount dataset. To simulate the real crowded party scenario,

we concatenated the discrete audio segments from the libricount dataset into longer audio

streams. Each of the long audio stream contains speech sounds made by a different
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Figure 6.12: Another example of people-counting result with a small error

number of people in the range of 5 to 40. These concatenated audio streams contain

clean and single voice sounds as well as overlapping speech sounds that made by up to

ten voices. Our task is to estimate the number of speakers from each concatenated audio

stream. Figure 6.13 shows the statistical results in different experiments from both our

model and the baseline in [73]. With the minimal of 5 and maximum of 40 different

persons, our method outperforms the baseline in each test. The gap between the baseline

method and our method becomes bigger when the number of people increases, which is

mainly due to the lack of overlapping voice filtering function in the baseline method.
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Figure 6.13: Final results of counting people with long audio streams

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed the research on counting people with speech sounds. In

general, a sound-based people-counting model is not as easy and popular as other people-

counting techniques such as WiFi signals sniffing or camera-based image-processing.

First of all, sound can not be as easily mapped to the identities of people as WiFi

signals, of which each Service Set Identifier (SSID) represents a unique device or a

person. Secondly, sound is essentially a one-dimension signal, which is much harder to

process than images when multiple sources and noises blend in one signal. However,

since using sound is normally cheap and non-intrusive, this research can still provide an

alternative solution where certain devices are not appropriate because of privacy or cost

concerns.

In order to distinguish people by sounds, a quite natural idea is to use speech sound since

people normally have very distinctive voices. Considering the complexity of a crowded

environment, we employed a two-step method that handles both single and overlapping

voices. The first method directly maps the overlapping voices into a number of speakers,

which estimates how many people are talking at the same time. In our experiments,

this method only works well when the number of people is very few (i.e, less than 5) and

the less the better. Intuitively, this method directly maps the characters of time-varying

frequency bands into the number of speakers. According to our common sense, the

more complex and diverse the frequency-bands are, the more people must be speaking
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at the same time. This method, however, would inevitably fall short when the number

of people increases, because the complexity of the mixed signals may become too high

to analyze. Using human hearings as an analogy, a human can easily tell if one or two

persons are speaking, but is impossible to accurately tell from 10 or 12 speakers.

On the other hand, the clustering of single-speaker provides a more stable and practical

estimation of speaker-number over time. It extracts the voice features from single voice

sounds, and then cluster the similar features into different groups, i.e. persons. This

method is more scalable than the previous one, since the complexity of signals would

not increase with the number of people. By continuously monitoring the voice-features,

this method can also present a dynamic view of how people might be coming and leaving

in a certain time period. Before discussing the details of the methodology, it is worth

mentioning that this method is vulnerable to overlapping sounds. An overlapping sound

that is a mixture of two sounds is likely to have unique features that are similar to neither

of those extracted from its two sub-components. To avoid errors made by overlapping

sounds, we can use the method in step one to filter out the overlapping-voice sounds. In

our experiments, this works well since the error rate of wrongly classifying overlapping

voices into single voices is very low (9 out of 519).

The key core of voice-based people counting is the extracting of voice features. This

voice feature needs to present very similar values when being extracted from the same

speaker, while being different when being extracted from different speakers. Our in-

tuition of the voice features comes from the paradigm of transfer learning. We reused

the weights from the SincNet model, which is a supervised learning model that is able

to classify the identity of people from text-independent speech sounds. As a result,

we believe that the bottleneck-layer weights would highly correlate the characters of a

voice, and is used in both multi-speaker classification and single-speaker clustering. In

the multi-speaker classification experiments, a much simpler full-connected DNN model

can achieve comparable results to the RNN baseline model. Moreover, this feature helps

to dramatically increase the performance of singer-speaker sound clustering compared

to the baseline which uses MFCC. In some examples displayed by t-SNE plot, we could

also see vividly that the voice-features from different people stay much further than the

ones from the same person.

After extracting the frame-based voice-features, we then need to cluster the features

into groups where each stands for a person. In our experiments, the performance also

depends on many parameters to an extent. An important setting that needs mentioning

is the threshold of the likelihood that merges two features into one group, and the

other and bigger threshold to split a new group. Between these two thresholds are the

features that are neither too sure to be made by the same person nor too certain to be a
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new person. In our evaluations, these two thresholds derive from experimental results,

using the statistics from our training data, which all come from the same linguistic

database. Therefore we can expect that these values need a re-calibration in the real-life

applications to fit the context.

This research on sound-based people counting is mostly a proof of concept conducted in

an experimental environment. More challenges would arise when applying this model to

complicated real-world environments. First of all, although this voice-feature clustering

model is an unsupervised learning model, the ’voice-feature’ itself is trained from a

supervised learning model. Therefore the quality of data, such as integrity and generality

plays an important role. A model trained only from normal speed speeches may not be

suitable for fast talkers, a model trained on English language speeches is also unsuitable

for French speakers. A realistic solution to this issue may be using the incremental

learning framework, which continuously absorbs input data into its knowledge base, so

as to extend the existing model, i.e. to further train the model [128]. Secondly, using

this people counting technique in a very noisy environment still faces many challenges.

Basically, the overall accuracy of our method highly relies on the extraction of the single-

voice sounds. In a noisy environment, it is quite difficult or impossible to get a clear

voice from every person. In a very noisy environment, it may be very difficult or even

impossible to get them clean voice from every person. Additionally, many sound events

may also exist in crowded environments to contaminate the voice features, therefore

reducing the accuracy.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

In our thesis, we mainly aim to address two problems: sound-based activity recognition

and people counting, both of which can promote energy saving in smart buildings. This

research is mainly a proof of concept, which aims to fill the gap between the existing

audio processing technologies and the ones required for intelligent building applications.

Therefore, this thesis can be regarded as a theoretical guide to applications that are

willing to use sound in smart buildings. Sound is hard to process by nature because of the

highly time-varying characters and the ubiquitous noises. As a result, we have met many

challenges during the research from which the concrete methodologies and corresponding

evaluations are provided in this thesis. In this ending chapter, we would like to present

the overall conceptual conclusions in a concise manner. By listing these conclusions

into different categories, we hope that we can help those who are also interested in this

research and want to apply these methods to applications.

About audio dataset collection

Before studying to research on the methods, one first needs to collect the audio datasets,

be it environmental or speech sounds. Environmental sound events are for human ac-

tivity recognition and the voice from speech can be used to count speakers. We devote

most of the effort to collecting environmental sounds since they are more diverse in cate-

gories and harder to find than speech datasets. Apart from the common data-collecting

routines, we have also found some experiences that are particularly important for envi-

ronmental sound datasets:

1. The data should come from multiple contexts or environments in order to be

generic.

If all the audio events are collected from the recordings from the same scenario,

the problem can be too simplified. These recorded sound events which are made

137
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by exactly the same door, chair or coffee machine do not have much differences in

each sample, thus does not represent a general class. A model trained on these

data may simply learn from a small proportion of the data, i.e. a small range of

sub-bands, rather than learning from the synthesis and pattern overall. In order

to increase the data generality, our environmental sound events are collected from

several different public databases and websites. For example, the category of ’door-

sound’ in our dataset includes the sounds made by many types of doors, such as

wooden and metal, old and new, light and heavy ones.

2. Use smart tools and automation to help with data collection.

Usually, when we first think of massive data collection or data labelling, it is a

long and tedious task. However, I did not suffer from this although I collected a

large amount of audio data.

Firstly, we used a lot of automation scripts in collecting web data. There are

unlimited data or audio resources distributed all over the internet. While a lot of

these resources fit our researches, the problem is that they are not packaged and

also require post-processing. Nevertheless, by writing an automation script or a

crawling robot, I managed to download all the sounds I need in order to save time.

It is also worth mentioning that not every website welcomes crawling, and also

please be gentle when crawling the data, as our only purpose is not to attack the

website but to download the data. For example, our download tasks in this script

are scheduled to be very slow, with an extra two-minutes interval between each

file download. In this way, we do not create bursts of traffic to the website, which

also decreases the risk of being denied from the service.

Secondly, which may sounds strange, the data used to evaluate our method - audio

processing, is labelled automatically by another artificial intelligence technique -

image processing. While doing audio processing in my research, I actually learned a

lot of image processing knowledge. For the people counting task, we recorded some

video and audio streams in our own office. The videos are used to count the ground

truth, i.e. how many people are in the office. Looking at the videos and count

manually is definitely not a good idea, which is exhausting and also error-prone

when the labelling needs to be accurate to 0.1s. It is therefore a good solution

to use image-processing models to detect persons automatically from the captured

videos. Running on a normal GPU, the YOLO-3 based object-detection model can

easily detect people in more than 50 frame-per-second frequencies. Additionally,

with an automatic labelling system, the captured videos from surveillance cameras

do not need to be saved, which also protects the privacy of our colleagues during

data collection.
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3. The way you store data matters.

For big data processing, a good way of storing data can save you hours or even

days of time. By data storage, we refer not only the database, but also the data

content and format. Initially, we saved all the audio files in the raw .wav format

on the server for data training. However, this measure was later found to be very

inefficient. In order to save the long training time of neural network models, we

calculated the time spent on each code segment of the model through the training

process. Surprisingly, the reading of the audio files in each epoch took up more

than 2/3 of the entire time, even more than the time to update the neural network

weights. This is mainly because that the dataset is too large to be pre-loaded

into memory, therefore needs to be read frequently from the disk. To solve this

problem, we then read the data array in each audio file and save them in the fast-

access HDF5 database. In this way, the audio file parsing step is bypassed during

the repeatedly training process where each audio is accessed just like a data array.

In addition, the HDF5 database itself is optimized for the loading speed, which

makes I/O speed faster than directly reading files from a disk. Another advantage

of choosing HDF5 database is the ease of programming and data management. A

HDF5 file is like a file-system that has virtual ’directories’ and ’files’, where the

interface to access a data-array is the same as the interface to access a file on disk.

About sound events classification

1. In quiet environments, sound is suitable for activity recognition applications.

In Chapter 4 we studied automatic sound event classification in quiet environments,

with both classic and light-weight deep learning based models. Both models gave

very good results with CNN-based model the better one, reaching around 95%

accuracy with 6 classes of events. Moreover, these highly accurate results are based

on very diverse sound inputs that are recorded in different environments, while

in real applications the sounds should be less diversified. This means that even

with resource-constraint devices, computers can differentiate different sound events

very accurately in a quiet environment. Although this classification accuracy may

decrease when the classes of sounds increases, we believe that the added complexity

can be well addressed by a moderate increase of the neurons of our CNN-based

model.

2. There is no perfect solution for overlapping sounds classification.

For the classification of the overlapping sound, the solutions and their performance

really depend on the scale of the problem. Many methods are proposed to address
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this difficult problem, either with signal decomposition techniques, more micro-

phones, or larger deep learning models. These models, including ours, have shown

promising results when the sound signal is blended by only two or three sources.

However, since sound is essentially a one-dimensional signal, its complexity can

rise rapidly as the mixtures increase. In a similar problem - music notes recogni-

tion, a model usually tolerates more mixtures of sources. This is mainly because

musical notes are short in time and narrow in frequency-bands, which can be easily

separated through merely signal processing techniques. However, the sound events

produced by ambient environments normally have a wide range of frequency bands

and duration, making signal decomposition much harder. It can be expected that

even humans can not recognize all the sound sources if the environment is too noisy.

In this case, we can either try to recognize the dominant sound, or alternatively,

to form a sense about the context as we proposed in Section 5.

3. CNN-based model is highly recommended in resource-constraint devices.

In the field of speech recognition, RNN is the most popular method up to date.

But it is not necessary to use RNN in sound events classification. The success of

RNN in speech recognition is from its internal states that can represent context

information or long memories. This character of RNN, on the downside, also

largely increases the calculation cost. For speech recognition, it is the linguistic

part rather than the audio part of a speech that needs context analysis. In order

to know whether a bell is ringing, the context information that happens minutes

ago is not needed. Instead, a CNN-based model with ’tall’ filters in the first layer

can efficiently represent the graph patterns in spectrograms.

4. Better start deep learning from shallow.

To build a universal deep learning model from overwhelming data volume is inspir-

ing, but it is more inspiring to truly understand why it works. During the time of

my research, the most exciting moment was the first time that I feel like glimpsing

the mysterious interior of the neural network model, which was totally a black box

to me. That moment happens in Section 4.3, where I tested with a minimal CNN

model with very few filters in each layer. The minimal model had a fairly good

result and most importantly, it had very little if no redundancy in its neurons after

training. With the help of visualization tools, I was then able to actually see and

understand what features does each layer learn and how they cooperate to make

the final prediction. Later I could slowly add in neurons or layers to observe the

consequences and adjust the model accordingly. For example, once I picked out

a wrongly classified door-slamming sound, which is clear and highly recognizable,

to analyze what part was probably wrong. It turned out that there was a small
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flaw in the ’strip’ setting of the second CNN layer, which would cause the first

200ms data to be discarded. On the contrary, a very large model that well exceeds

the complexity is not a good one to start with. It may or may not work, but

the redundancy that is distributed everywhere makes it hard to interpret and to

improve.

5. Privacy is a big challenge in real applications.

Apart from the performance and other technical limitations, privacy risk is prob-

ably the major challenge of applying sound sensors indoor. In some sense, micro-

phones expose even more privacy of humans than surveillance cameras. There is

no easy way to dispel the doubts from inhabitants that are being spied on. Even

if the device is programmed to only process audio without storing it, one may

still worry about the device being maliciously hacked. The worries in software

are further amplified in small IoT devices, which normally have very simple code

and are not that safe. In contrast to fragile software stacks, hardware is generally

considered much less vulnerable. In one of our researches, we stripped the vocal

bands (from 300 to 300K HZ) from all the sounds so that speech content is hardly

unrecognizable. After the voice truncation, we still manage to get a promising

result in classifying different sound events. This experiment has proved that ac-

tivity recognition tasks can still work well with ’non-voice’ microphones. This

intentionally distorted microphone could also be our future research work, where

more types of distortion can be done to perfectly protect privacy.

About people counting

1. Transfer learning provides an alternative option of features.

In order to count people by speech sound, we need to find the feature that best

correlate the voice of speakers. In the earlier days, features are normally manually

hand-crafted by researchers and domain experts, which takes time and is also

too rigid. Fortunately, the concept of transfer learning can help to extract features

automatically. The features of one problem can be extracted from the intermediate

layers of a deep learning model that aims to solve another closely related problem.

Regarding our problem, the voice feature is extracted from a speaker recognition

model: SincNet. SincNet model uses an audio-data adapted one-dimension CNN

layer and is trained on a large amount of speakers. Apart from the feature quality,

transfer learning feature is also more flexible as new data can be used for training

at any time.

2. Visualize your data and features before hands-on.
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Seeing is important. Visualization of the dataset can always help us understand

and problem better and find inspirations. However, human eyes can not visualize

data in more than three dimensions. A typical solution is to use dimension re-

duction techniques, for example, PCA, to reduce the data dimensions by keeping

only the most important information, or so called the principle components. How-

ever, this would arguably cause significant information loss when the dimension

needs to shrink a lot. A better option is to use the t-SNE technique, which maps

high-dimensional data into lower dimension according to the similarity or distance

between data points. This would largely protect the non-linear and local structure

of the high dimensional data. The t-SNE results not only can be visualized, but

can also be directly used for the input of clustering. Another popular and al-

ternative technique is UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection),

which is not discussed in this thesis.

3. Post-processing is essential in real applications.

This research on sound-based people counting is mainly carried out based on the

speech dataset collected from a testbed context. However, human speeches can

be much more complicated in a real environment. When we tried to apply it to

real environment applications, many additional post-processing steps need to be

considered and carefully optimized. One of the important optimizations is the

minimal number of audio frames (or the dots in the t-SNE plot) that forms a

cluster, i.e. a person. This setting is used to filter out the noise and the out-

liers. In real life, some sentences may be very short are can be hardly identified,

which is better to just discard. Moreover, not all the frames in a speech have

similar features, there may be high pitches, whispers or even silent frames that

are the outliers from the representative frames. Therefore, it is reasonable that a

new ’person’ should be added when enough and most representative frames can

be identified. In practice, this parameter depends on the frame length and the

background noise level, where the value should increase with smaller frame size

and more background noises. One problem in real applications that have not been

solved in this thesis is how to accurately find the duration of multi-speaker sounds

in a crowded environment. In our experiments, the speech clips are segmented

from the input audio stream based on the silent time frames within. However,

unlike environmental sounds which normally happen discretely, human conversa-

tions can go non-stop continuously, making this method error-prone in crowded

environments.

Overall thoughts of the two tasks

1. Sound-based activity recognition is closer to real applications than people counting.
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Between the two research objectives in our research, we think that sound-based

activity recognition is more realistic to implement in practical applications than

people counting. Firstly, sound event recognition has an overall better performance

good performance. Our environmental sound classification model can reach 95%

for 6 different event classes, even with very diversified sounds from completely dif-

ferent environments. In real applications such as offices, the installed microphone

would be surrounded by similar sounds made by a few objects. On the other

hand, speech-based people counting in the real environment can only be worse

since people may not talk for a long time.

Secondly, a sound event recognition model can be much smaller and faster than the

speaker-counting model, thus is more likely to be applied in IoT devices. For sound

events classification, our 2 hidden-layer CNN model only needs several thousands

of weights, while our CNN model for speaker counting model needs millions of

weights.

Thirdly, a sound event recognition model also has less privacy concern. In our

research, the voice bands can be completely truncated and have limited influences

on the results. In contrast, a speaker counting model highly relies on human voices

and can’t easily address privacy issues.

Finally, there are many mature people counting methods such as WiFi sniffing and

cameras, which makes sound-based counting only a less favourable alternative.

By contrast, sound has information that cameras and wearable devices can not

detect, which makes it is a competitive solution or a complement for detecting the

behaviours of people in many scenarios.

2. The combination can accomplish more.

In our work, we have conducted separate researches on activity recognition and

people counting tasks. In the future, we believe more interesting tasks can be

accomplished by combining the two methods or other sensors. For example, con-

necting multiple microphones scattered in buildings can turn the isolated people

counting model into a mobility tracking model. Combing people counting and

activity recognition models also give clearer clues about who is doing what, i.e.

activity recognition together with labelled identities. Recognizing the sounds in

environments may help camera-based activity recognition become more accurate

and substantial. These combined research topics or applications definitely need

more work and more elaborated designs, which is also an interesting direction for

us in the future. In a word, there is still a lot to explore on sound so as to make

our living environment smarter and better.
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